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Fabricating large-area multilevel integrated nanostructures and 3D nanoshapes are
of tremendous importance for applications in the fields of nanoelectronics,
nanophotonics, semiconductor memory, biosensors, and high density displays. As the
dimensions of such nanostructures are driven-down by design, in order to drive-up the
performance of the overall device, we run into challenges such as nanoscale overlay and
level-to-level alignment during the lithography process. State-of-the-art nanolithography
tools can achieve a certain level of nanoscale overlay with their optical and
thermo-mechanical mechanisms. But these tools are expensive and they have a limit to
the best possible nanoscale overlay achievable. In particular, if integrated nanostructures
are needed on a large area such as an entire wafer (without having to step-and-repeat), or
on non-conventional substrates such as flexible substrates, nanoscale alignment cannot be
achieved using these tools.
Jet and Flash Imprint Lithography (J-FIL) is a high-throughput, inexpensive,
mechanical nanopatterning technique that uses a mold or imprint template to create
nanostructures by causing a polymer resist to flow into its etched shapes by capillary
action. The imprint template is typically fabricated using available lithography techniques
viii

and hence there is a limitation on the achievable nanoscale overlay. In this research,
methods are developed to fabricate large-area, multilevel nanostructures and 3D
nanoshapes on nanoimprint templates without the need for level-to-level alignment and
nanoscale overlay. These nanoimprint templates are essential to explore large-area
multilevel integrated nanostructures and 3D nanoshapes by J-FIL replication.
The general methodology for fabrication of multilevel nanoimprint templates
relies on a combination of nanoscale lithography, atomic layer deposition’s (ALD)
atomic precision, and choice of highly etch selective materials, to ensure precise selfalignment of multiple levels in the nanoscale. Such templates fabricated in this work are
named self-aligned multilevel templates (SAMTs). Five specific self-aligned multilevel
fabrication techniques have been demonstrated that result in symmetric multilevel
structures, bilaterally symmetric multilevel structures, nanotube structures, asymmetric
multilevel structures, and asymmetric sloped structures on SAMTs.
When used in conjunction with a nanoimprint lithography process, the SAMTs
can enable high-throughput patterning of various nanoelectronic and nanophotonic
devices using a single patterning step with perfect alignment and overlay. SAMTs further
enable large area patterning, such as wafer-scale patterning and roll-to-roll patterning on
flexible substrates, without compromising perfect overlay.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
As critical device dimensions continue to scale aggressively in keeping with
Moore’s Law, fundamental limits to feature resolution are being reached for several stateof-the-art top-down nanopatterning techniques, thus constraining the performance as well
as the packing density of the devices. For example, a typical 193 nm immersion (193i
nm) optical lithography process has an ultimate achievable imaging resolution of ~36 nm
for line-space patterns [1] and ~55 nm for contact holes and other arbitrary patterns. For
some of the most advanced devices in nanoelectronics that have feature dimensions
smaller than this limit [2], several techniques, such as double patterning and quadruple
patterning have been used. These result in significant increase in cost due to the greater
number of subsequent non-lithographic process steps [3-5]. At the same time, directed
self-assembly (DSA) techniques are being explored to complement 193i nm lithography,
especially for via hole shrink applications [5]–[10]. However, these techniques are
limited to periodic patterns and are known to have defects such as dislocations. Likewise,
significant challenges remain with electron beam [11] based techniques, such as multiple
e-beam lithography (MEBL), and other higher resolution photon beam based techniques,
such as extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) [12]–[15].
Also, all the above techniques have been developed for patterning substantially
planar layouts on the surface of a rigid substrate. They cannot be directly translated to
nanoscale patterning on non-traditional substrate configurations, such as flexible
substrates in a roll-to-roll format or across entire wafers beyond a smaller patterning
field. They are also typically unable to pattern non-planar, three-dimensional structures in
a single step. These non-planar structures are being explored [25]–[27] to overcome
fabrication complexity, packing density and performance constraints of standard surface1

patterned devices. For example, three-dimensional FinFETs have been demonstrated to
have highly desirable properties while not compromising with packing density constraints
[16]–[18]. Similarly, three-dimensional photonic crystals allow for enhanced functional
characteristics compared to traditional two-dimensional designs [19]. However, their
fabrication requires that each level in such multilevel three-dimensional devices, is
patterned individually, thus placing extremely stringent constraints on level-to-level
alignment.
In this regard, nanoimprint lithography [20] – [24] has been demonstrated as a
high throughput, low-cost lithographic technique capable of patterning arbitrary
geometries with demonstrated sub-10 nm feature resolution. Moreover, multilevel
imprint lithography has been demonstrated to pattern multilevel structures with highfidelity by replicating an existing multilevel pattern on the template [25-28]. Since the
multilevel pattern is pre-coded in the template geometry, multilevel imprint lithography
can lend itself to faithful and cost-effective replication of the same geometry without
needing further alignment or overlay. But, such demonstrations have only been carried
out with micron-scale resolution. Hence, the goal of this work, is to enable multilevel
imprint lithography with nanoscale resolution and perfect alignment between individual
levels. This is especially important for patterning multilevel nanostructures on flexible
substrates which experience web distortions in the roll-to-roll format as shown in
Fig. 1.1. The distortions over large-area are in the micron scale and hence nanoscale
features cannot be aligned on top of each other by conventional patterning.
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Fig. 1.1 Local vs global web distortions in flexible substrates
1.1 MOTIVATION
One of the challenges associated with fabrication of multilevel three-dimensional
structures with traditional patterning techniques is the need for precise level-to-level
alignment. Misalignment gives rise to the problem of nanoscale overlay, which refers to
the accuracy with which a patterned field can be registered relative to a previously
lithographed field. Overlay requirement is typically one-half to one-quarter of the
minimum feature size [23], which can be extremely tight for features in the sub-20 nm
regime. The current best achievable overlay with nanoimprint lithography is 5 nm
(mean + 3σ) over a field size of 26 mm x 33 mm [29]. This problem of overlay is
exacerbated when imprinting on flexible substrates, that have significant distortion, or
over extremely large areas in a single step on rigid substrates [30]. With multilevel
nanoimprint lithography using a template with nanoscale features, this can be overcome.
However, the nanoimprint template now needs to be fabricated with precise level-to-level
alignment over large areas. In previous demonstrations of multilevel imprint lithography
3

[25]–[28], [31]–[39], individual levels on the imprint template were fabricated using
multiple optical or electron beam lithography steps. This limits the best possible overlay
that can be achieved between consecutive levels due to inherent tool limitations.
Overcoming this overlay constraint by fabricating self-aligned multilevel nanoimprint
lithography templates (SAMTs) is the key motivation behind this work.
1.2 PATTERNING TECHNIQUE USED IN THIS WORK
Nanoimprint lithography is a mechanical patterning technique that has
demonstrated capability of high resolution patterning and patterning of arbitrary
nanostructures. Thermal nanoimprint lithography, soft lithography, and UV nanoimprint
lithography are the most common techniques that fall under this category of mechanical
nanopatterning. Whitesides and coworkers initiated micron and submicron size feature
patterning using the concept of soft lithography [46]. But this process could not achieve
single-digit nanometer resolution because of the use of a soft polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) mold that is not mechanically stable at very high resolutions. Chou and
coworkers developed thermal nanoimprint lithography which claims sub-10 nm
replication resolution [20]. But fabrication of multilayer circuits using thermal imprint
lithography proved to be a challenge due to high-viscous flows and heating-cooling cycle
times. UV nanoimprint lithography [21] addresses the challenges faced by thermal
nanoimprinting and soft lithography. An inkjet resist dispensing enabled UV
nanoimprinting process called Jet and Flash Imprint Lithography (J-FIL™) [23]
described next is used as the primary patterning technique in this work.
A unique feature of J-FIL is that it uses a targeted resist dispense approach
that allows adaptive material deposition to match pattern density variations in the
template that is to be replicated. This, combined with low viscosity resist formulations
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leads to high throughput processes. First, the UV curable monomer resist liquid is
dispensed on the wafer by an inkjet dispenser (Fig. 1.2).

Fig. 1.2 Jet and Flash Imprint Lithography Process (J-FIL) [23]
The amount of resist dispensed is tailored according to the volume of the features
on the template. The patterned region of the mask called the field is brought in contact
with the liquid drops and the resist fills the etched regions of the mask by capillary
action. The resist is then polymerized by UV radiation and the mask is separated from the
wafer leaving the opposite tone of the mask pattern in the resist. Imprinting time of less
than 2 s is made possible by dispensing a grid containing thousands of drops with drop
volumes of 6 pL or less and advanced drop layout optimization. J-FIL has demonstrated
24 nm patterning with <2 nm line edge roughness (LER) and 1.2 nm critical dimension
(CD) uniformity. Due to its molecular level resolution, it is a viable candidate for
manufacturing high precision devices requiring complex multitier nanogeometries.

1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE DISSERTATION
The second chapter presents the general methodology of processing that is
employed in this research. Demonstration of the multilevel patterning techniques
developed in this work for sub-100 nm structures is presented and results are discussed
for the shape shown in Fig. 1.3. The fabrication processes described eliminate the need
5

for alignment or overlay steps in order to fabricate consecutive levels in the
nanostructure.

Fig. 1.3 Symmetric multilevel nanostructures
For validation of the benefits of perfect level-level alignment, three exemplar
devices have been identified. The first device relates to a NMOS transistor array, which
can be patterned in a single step across large areas if a SAMT is used. The optimum
geometry for such a SAMT is shown in Fig. 1.4(a). The process of using this SAMT to
fabricate wafer-scale NMOS arrays is discussed in Chapter 3. This SAMT can in turn, be
fabricated using a bilaterally symmetric multilevel geometry highlighted by the rectangle
and illustrated in Fig. 1.4(b). A self-aligned process to fabricate such bilaterally
symmetric multilevel structures is demonstrated in Chapter 3.
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Fig. 1.4 Illustration of (a) nanoimprint replica template for fabrication of NMOS arrays
on a wafer-scale (b) bilaterally symmetric multilevel structure on master
template highlighting the geometry within the rectangle in (a)
The second exemplar device is a nanotube capacitor, for which the geometry is
shown in Fig. 1.5. In previous work [41], [42], it has been shown that the performance of
nanoscale capacitors depends on the surface area. With the use of multilevel patterning
and perfect alignment, solid circular cross-sections of these capacitors can be enhanced
into hollow tubular cross-sections. This increases the surface area dramatically, thereby
increasing the unit capacitance of such devices [43]. Demonstration of self-aligned Si
tube structures is discussed in Chapter 4.
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Fig. 1.5 Illustration of self-aligned Si tubes for fabrication Si tube capacitors
The third device that can benefit from multilevel imprinting is a metamaterial
wire-grid polarizer (WGP). Through modeling using the finite difference time domain
(FDTD) technique and geometric optimization using genetic algorithms [40], it can be
observed that the use of certain asymmetric multilevel grating structures, shown in
Fig. 1.6, enhance the extinction ratio of these devices. Such structures can then enable
high-performance nanophotonic devices with cost-effective fabrication on flexible
substrates [44], [45] for high density displays. The process of fabricating asymmetric
multilevel nanostructures is demonstrated in Chapter 5.
Another device that can benefit from 3D nanoshape imprinting is the high
electron mobility transistor (HEMT) that can have GaN or GaAs as the semiconducting
material. The use of continuous field plates in these devices distributes the electric field
between the gate and the drain regions and hence prevents peaks in electric field that lead
to current collapse. In this application, a sloping field plate structure (illustrated in
Fig. 1.7) is required, and its fabrication is challenging. Fabrication techniques to create
nanoimprint templates for such structures are described in Chapter 5 as well.
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Fig. 1.6 Illustration of a cross section of asymmetric multilevel grating structures for
fabrication of high performance metamaterial wire-grid polarizers

Fig. 1.7 Illustration of the slanted structure (shown in yellow) required for fabricating
continuous field plates in HEMT devices
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1.4 PROCESS TOOLS AND MATERIALS
1.4.1 Tools
1.4.1.1 Patterning
The initial nanoscale lithography for the symmetric, hollow tubular, and
asymmetric multilevel structures was performed in the Imprio®1 TR1100 J-FIL tool from
Molecular Imprints Inc. The alignment capability of this tool is approximately 10 µm and
hence, this tool cannot be used for nanoscale overlay directly. For the bilaterally
symmetric structures, electron beam lithography was performed on the JEOLJBX6000FS system.
1.4.1.2 Etching
Residual resist layer removal, Cr dry etch, and certain SiO2 dry etch processes
were performed in the Oracle etcher (bottom electrode diameter = 200 mm) available
from Trion Technology. Certain other SiO2 dry etch processes and Si dry etch processes
were performed in the 790 RIE etcher from Plasma Therm (bottom electrode diameter =
200 mm). TiN dry etch was carried out in the Plasma Lab 100 RIE-ICP tool from Oxford
Instruments (bottom electrode diameter = 205 mm).
1.4.1.3 Deposition
Atomic layer deposition of TiN and SiO2 was performed in the Fiji ALD tool
from Cambridge Nanotech. E-beam evaporation of Cr was done in the SEC-600/SE-600
high vacuum deposition system from CHA Industries. Plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition of SiO2 was performed in the 790 RIE system from Plasma Therm. Au/Pd was
sputter coated on SEM samples using the Emitech K575X sputter coater from Quorum
Technologies.
1

Monomat, Imprio, and Transpin are registered trademarks of Molecular Imprints, Inc., Austin, TX.
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1.4.1.4 Metrology
Scanning electron micrographs were obtained using the Zeiss Neon 40 SEM. Film
thickness measurements were performed using the M-2000 Ellipsometer from J.A.
Woollam Co., Inc.
1.4.2 Materials
The nanoimprint resist is a proprietary formulation called Monomat NS-A-M1,
commercially available from Molecular Imprints Inc. (MII). An adhesion promoter called
Transpin1, also commercially available from MII ensures that imprinted resist adheres to
the wafer and does not peel away with the template during the separation stage of the
imprint process. The resist used in the e-beam lithography process is ZEP-520A available
from Zeon Corporation. Ti precursor used in the ALD of TiN is tetrakis (dimethlyamido)
titanium IV sourced from Sigma-Aldrich. Si precursor used in the ALD of SiO2 is
tris(dimethylamino)silane commonly referred to as TDMAS sourced from SigmaAldrich.

The

Hf

precursor

used

in

the

ALD

of

hafnium

oxide

is

tetrakis (dimethylamido) hafnium (TDMAH) sourced from Sigma-Aldrich. KOH solution
used for crystallographic etching of Si is a 45% by weight solution sourced from J.T.
Baker.
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Chapter 2: Self-Aligned Symmetric Multilevel Nanostructures
2.1 MOTIVATION
The term overlay refers to the accuracy with which a lithographed field can be
registered relative to a previously lithographed field at the four corners and several points
(typically ~100) over a field. Overlay requirement is typically one-half to one-quarter of
the minimum feature size. Fabricating useful multilevel devices (typically similar to the
one in Fig. 2.1) using photolithography and imprint lithography requires that these
methods minimize layer-to-layer overlay and alignment errors2. For instance, typical
manufacturing targets for silicon integrated circuits are <3 nm and <7 nm for alignment
and overlay respectively [23].

Fig. 2.1 Cross section micrograph of a fully processed microprocessor [47]
2

Results from chapters 2, 3, and 4 have been published in a journal article: P. Joseph, S. Singhal, O. Abed,
and S.V. Sreenivasan, “Fabrication of self-aligned multilevel nanostructures,” Microelectronic
Engineering, Vol. 169, pp. 49-61, Feb. 2017. P. Joseph fabricated all the structures explained in this article
as part of his Ph.D. research. S. Singhal trained P. Joseph in nanoimprint lithography and optimized
nanoimprint processes used in the research. O. Abed helped develop ALD processes on polymer structures.
S.V. Sreenivasan was the PI in-charge of this research.
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To date, photolithography is capable of fabricating devices with <3 nm
(mean+3σ) overlay stability in both the X and Y axis [48]. The errors encountered when
using photolithography include mask error, magnification error, lens distortion, stage
errors, wafer distortion, displacement of wafer alignment keys, wafer chucking errors,
and metrology errors [49]. Imprint lithography has demonstrated alignment capabilities
of 5 nm (mean+3σ) in the X axis and 6 nm (mean+3σ) in the Y axis [23] on a 26 mm x
33 mm field on a 200 mm wafer and mix-and-match overlay of 9.5 nm (mean+3σ) in the
X axis and 10.31 nm (mean+3σ) in the Y axis on 26 mm × 33 mm fields on a 300 mm
wafer [50]. Errors associated with imprint lithography are X, Y and θ placement errors,
magnification error, and mask distortion errors [51]. A host of other inconsistencies and
errors arise when these alignment and overlay techniques are applied to flexible
substrates.
Flexible electronics has gained traction over the past few years owing to its
potential in providing cost-efficient solutions to large area applications such as rollable
displays, smart sensors, electronic paper (Fig. 2.2), and transparent RFIDs. The primary
advantage of these devices is the low manufacturing cost and inexpensive flexible plastic
substrates [53]. However, in order to fabricate complicated nanoelectronic circuitry on
these substrates, alignment and overlay challenges need to be overcome.
Flexible substrates undergo non-uniform dimensional changes from thermal
shrinkage, deformation, or mechanical strain. Organic polymer foils have high
coefficients of thermal expansion, low elastic moduli, and low dimensional stability
compared to conventional rigid substrates. Fig. 2.3 shows overlay misalignment in the
micron-scale between two consecutive device layers patterned using photolithography on
a polyimide substrate [54].
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Fig. 2.2 The backplane for a 256 element electronic paper system [52]

Fig. 2.3 Overlay misalignment between first bottom gate and second S/D
photolithography layers [54]
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Self-aligned photolithography techniques have been explored for overcoming the
challenges of alignment and overlay on flexible substrates. Amorphous silicon based
devices on plastic substrates have been demonstrated using this technique [55, 56].
Flatness of the substrate is an important criterion in optical lithography to achieve high
resolutions. The minimum feature size that can be resolved using an imaging system is
proportional to the wavelength of illumination divided by the numerical aperture of the
optical system. However, the depth of field of the system is proportional to the
wavelength of illumination divided by the square of the numerical aperture [25].
Therefore, as resolution is increased, flatness escalates into a critical issue which might
be a bottleneck in the case of flexible plastic substrates. Also, in order to keep
manufacturing costs low, these large area circuits would eventually have to be
implemented on roll-to-roll processes based on imprint lithography. Since imprint
lithography is a mechanical patterning technique as opposed to non-contact projection
based systems, substrate flatness is not as critical.
Self-aligned imprint lithography (SAIL) [25, 57] is a technique that demonstrated
roll-to-roll fabrication of flexible backplane arrays for active matrix displays. This
technique uses a material stack that contains semiconductor, dielectric, and metal layers
intrinsic to the functioning of a transistor. Using an imprint stamp that has the transistor
geometry encoded in it, and preferential etching of the multilayer resist and the layers of
the material stack, a backplane array consisting of bottom-gate transistors is fabricated
using a single imprint lithography step. Fig. 2.4 is our illustration of this process after the
initial imprint step. Fig. 2.5 shows the micron scale multilevel structures fabricated on a
polyimide substrate using this technique.
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Fig. 2.4 Our illustration of the material stack used in the SAIL process described in [25]
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Fig. 2.5 Micrograph showing multi-level structures on flexible substrates [57]
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Based on the success of the SAIL process, other researchers have demonstrated
self-aligned imprint based techniques to form top gate transistor based arrays on rigid
glass substrates as illustrated in Fig. 2.6 [26]. However, both these processes were
demonstrated for minimum feature sizes in the micron-scale and did not explore multitier
imprinting of nanoscale geometries.

Fig. 2.6 Top gate a-Si TFT with Ni silicide source and drain terminals self-aligned to the
gate [26]
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Dual damascene processing technique using multitier nanoimprinting was studied
to fabricate copper interconnects for metallization in microelectronics [27, 28]. Though
the imprinted multitier resist features show high fidelity (Fig. 2.7), there is still a limit to
the alignment accuracy that can be achieved. For instance, in Fig. 2.7, it is obvious that a
≠ b and c ≠ d. This is due to the patterning techniques employed to fabricate the
nanoimprint template used in these processes [25, 26, 28]. The self-aligned imprint based
process to form an array of top-gate a-Si TFTs [26] uses an imprint template that is
fabricated using optical lithography (process shown in Fig. 2.8) that has inherent tool
limitations on alignment and overlay accuracy. The multitier dual damascene work for
Cu interconnects [27] also uses nanoimprint templates fabricated using optical
lithography. The dual damascene work described in [28] used nanoimprint templates
fabricated using electron beam lithography, which can achieve higher resolution than
photolithography, but is a low throughput process since it uses direct write techniques.

a

b
c

d

Fig. 2.7 (Left) Cross section micrograph of serpentine structures [31]; (Right) Multilevel
imprinted resist structure showing 97 nm via [32]
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Fig. 2.8 Three-level mold fabrication.
Source (S) and drain (D) structure is self-aligned to the gate structure for the pattern
definition of the top-gate a-Si TFT. The mold blank is a 1.1 µm-thick SiO2 layer on a
glass substrate covered by 60 nm Cr. (a) First photolithography and RIE step defines the
gate. (b) Second photolithography defines S and D. (c) Removal of photoresist (note that
the Cr layer defines now both S/D and gate). (d) Second RIE step etches S/D and gate
structures simultaneously. (e) Removal of Cr layer by wet-etching to expose final threelevel mold. (f) Scanning electron microscopy image of the three levels on the mold at the
S/D and gate cross-over, as indicated by the black rectangle in (e). [26]
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The fabrication of this e-beam based multitier nanoimprint template is described
in [58]. Fig. 2.9 shows two-level and three-level imprints made using nanoimprint
templates fabricated in this work. It is obvious from this scanning electron micrograph
that the imprinted levels are not precisely aligned to the centers of each other. The
minimum feature size in this work was 250 nm.

Fig. 2.9 Micrograph showing cross sections of imprinted resist features formed from dual
(left) and three tiered (right) nanoimprint templates fabricated by e-beam
lithography described in [58]
Other researchers [31] have used varying electron beam doses (gray-scaling) to
create multitier patterns on resist using e-beam lithography which can then be etched into
underlying imprint template material. But the fact that this is a low throughput process
still remains.
In this research, we introduce fabrication processes that enable formation of
multitier sub-100 nm structures while maintaining precise alignment of successively
defined layers. This is done by using a variation of the self-alignment technique enabled
by conformal side-wall spacers formed by atomic layer deposition (ALD). We have been
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able to demonstrate that it is possible to fabricate sub-100 nm structures with precise
alignment using a single lithography step while eliminating the need for a separate
alignment and overlay step. In addition to the applications previously mentioned, such
symmetric multilevel grating structures are useful as optical elements that help in locally
adjusting the diffractive effect of the element, in diffractive optical elements [108].
2.2 METHODOLOGY AND FABRICATION
The structure illustrated in Fig. 2.10 is a symmetric multilevel geometry, similar
to that used in the dual damascene work for copper interconnects [27, 28]. A self-aligned
technique to fabricate such shapes is used to validate the techniques developed in this
research.

Fig. 2.10 Illustration of self-aligned symmetric multilevel structures
J-FIL templates for large area patterning are typically fabricated on 150 mm
diameter fused silica wafers. In this work, instead of fused silica, the experiments are
conducted using Si wafers with SiO2 deposited by thermal oxidation or by plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). Etch processes developed for this stack
can be directly translated to fused silica. An illustration of the technique used here is
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shown in Fig. 2.11. Moreover, fused silica replica templates can also be fabricated from
master Si templates with multilevel shapes using the process described in Section 2.4.

Fig. 2.11 Illustration of the symmetric multilevel template fabrication process.
(a) Single level patterns created using UV nanoimprint lithography, (b) Residual layer
etching followed by first level etching of SiO2, (c) removal of resist mask and ALD of
TiN on SiO2 (d) Etching of TiN to define side wall spacers (e) Second level SiO2 etching
using TiN spacers as hard mask, (f) Removal of TiN hard mask to reveal self-aligned
symmetric multilevel SiO2 features.

The first step in the process is patterning 65 nm half-pitch gratings using J-FIL
over a circular area of 80 mm diameter (experimental details are provided in Section 2.3).
Micrographs of the imprinted resist pattern are shown in Fig. 2.12.
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Fig. 2.12 Scanning electron micrographs of imprinted 50 nm half-pitch grating pattern.
This is followed by reactive ion etching (RIE) of the residual resist layer. The
resist pattern is used as a mask to etch into SiO2 using RIE. Fig. 2.13 is a micrograph
obtained after a short duration of this etch. After obtaining the desired etch depth in SiO2,
a standard piranha clean is used to remove the remaining resist mask as shown in
Fig. 2.14.

Fig. 2.13 Scanning electron micrograph of a short oxide etch (~100s) showing resist
mask and oxide being etched (tilted 30°)
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Fig. 2.14 Scanning electron micrograph of etched thermal oxide post resist mask strip
A conformal layer of spacer material is then deposited on the patterned SiO 2 using
ALD. Titanium nitride (TiN) is chosen as the spacer material because of its high RIE and
wet etch selectivity to SiO2 and ability to be deposited using ALD. Fig. 2.15 is a
micrograph showing conformal TiN spacer material deposited on SiO2 grating using
ALD.

Fig. 2.15 Scanning electron micrograph of conformal TiN deposited by ALD on
patterned SiO2
Previous work on inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching of TiN using Cl 2/Ar
chemistry for micron-scale features [59], has been modified to define the required TiN
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nanoscale sidewall spacers and open up the trenches between the SiO2 gratings as shown
in Fig. 2.16. The TiN spacers serve as etch masks for RIE of second level SiO2 etching.

Fig. 2.16 Scanning electron micrograph of TiN side wall spacers defined by Cl2/Ar based
RIE-ICP etch.
Piranha clean is then used to remove TiN spacers and organic contaminants from
the surface of the self-aligned symmetric multilevel SiO2 grating pattern. This reveals the
symmetric multilevel self-aligned nanostructures. Fig. 2.17 is a micrograph from the first
demonstration of this fabrication process. It can be seen that the edges of the top layer are
rounded in the SEM image. This is because, as the second level etching is taking place,
the exposed top level SiO2 also starts etching leading to the edges getting rounded.
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Fig. 2.17 Scanning electron micrograph of sub-100 nm symmetric multitier
nanostructures in SiO2 (first demonstration)
One way to correct this etch artifact is to use a hard mask material such as Cr or
Si3N4 during the top level etch and then depositing the side wall material above it. When
the side walls are defined after etch, the top of the first level features will still be
protected by the remaining hard mask. This will ensure that the edges are protected
during the second level etch. By implementing this into subsequent etch optimization
experiments, multitier symmetric nanostructures with sharper edges were obtained as
shown in Fig. 2.18. In this case, 65 nm wide grating features are fabricated on top of
100 nm wide lower level grating features with an equal spacing of 18 nm on either side of
the top grating. This perfect centering of the top grating on the lower grating is possible
due to the conformal nature of the ALD process.
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Fig. 2.18 Scanning electron micrograph of sub-100 nm symmetric multilevel
nanostructures in SiO2.
The process described here can be applied to other nano-geometries. For instance,
if the initial geometry patterned are pillars instead of gratings, a similar fabrication
process would yield multilevel pillars. Fig. 2.19 shows SEM images of a pillar pattern
through the fabrication process flow. The pillars are 200 nm in diameter and have a pitch
of 1 μm. Using a combination of etch optimizations for oxide etch depths and TiN spacer
widths, this process can be used to form variations of multilevel precisely aligned
nanopillar/nanodisc structures as shown in the SEM images in Fig. 2.20.
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Fig. 2.19 Scanning electron micrographs of nanopillar patterns (CD = 200 nm,
pitch = 1 μm) at various steps of the fabrication process.
(a) Top view of J-FIL imprinted resist pillars, (b) 10° tiled view of resist etch mask after
removal of residual layer, (c) 10° tilted view of etched thermal oxide pillars after removal
of resist mask, (d) 25° tilted view of ALD deposited TiN on top of the etched oxide
pillars.
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Fig. 2.20 Scanning electron micrographs of variations of multilevel nanopillars/nanodiscs
fabricated using varying ratios of the same etch chemistry.
Figs. (a), (c), (e), (g) are 25° tilted views and figs. (b), (d), (f), (h) are corresponding cross
section views.
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2.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS DETAILS
J-FIL is used for patterning grating features with CD = 65 nm, pitch = 130 nm,
and feature depth = 100 nm over a circular area of diameter = 80 mm. The residual layer
formed after imprinting is removed using the process conditions: O2 flow rate = 2 sccm,
Ar flow rate = 70 sccm, Etch chamber pressure = 15 mT, RIE RF Power = 65 W,
Reflected RF Power = 4 W, Etch rate = 0.8 nm/s. Etching of SiO2 using imprint resist
mask is carried out using the following process: CHF3 flow rate = 15 sccm, Ar flow rate
= 50 sccm, CF4 flow rate = 5 sccm, chamber pressure = 115 mT, RIE P = 125 W,
Reflected RF P = 7 W, Etch rate = 0.2 nm/s. The selectivity of the resist mask to thermal
oxide is ~3 for the aforementioned etch recipe. ALD of TiN is carried out using tetrakis
(dimethylamido) titanium IV as the Ti precursor. The Ti precursor is pulsed for 0.2 s and
is alternated with NH3 (50 sccm flow for 6 s) while the chamber and sample are
maintained at 250°C to form a conformal layer of TiN on the etched SiO2. Etching of TiN
to define sidewall spacers is done using the following process: Cl2 flow rate = 7.5 sccm,
Ar flow rate = 20 sccm, chamber pressure = 5 mT, RIE P = 100 W, ICP P = 900 W, Etch
rate = 0.37 nm/s. Etching of SiO2 using TiN mask is carried out using the following
process: CHF3 flow rate = 40 sccm, O2 flow rate = 2 sccm, chamber pressure = 40 mT,
RF P = 400 W, Etch rate = 1 nm/s.
2.4 REPLICATION OF SELF-ALIGNED MULTILEVEL NANOIMPRINT TEMPLATES
A method to replicate multilevel nanoimprint templates fabricated in this chapter
is presented in this section [40]. An illustration of the methodology is shown in Fig. 2.21.
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Fig. 2.21 Illustration of the method to replicate self-aligned multilevel nanoimprint
templates (SAMT).
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The multilevel resist patterns in step 1 are nanoimprinted using a SAMT
fabricated as described in Sections 2.2 – 2.3. The residual layer of resist can then be
removed using Ar/O2 etch chemistry by RIE as shown in step 2. The multilevel resist
pattern is used as an etch mask, to etch an underlying hard mask, which in one instance
may be Cr, and in another instance may be Al. This etch is carried out using Cl2/Ar RIE
etch chemistry. In step 4, the resist and hard mask together serve as etch mask, for
etching into the replica template material, which in one instance maybe fused silica, in
which case the etch chemistry for this step is a CF4/Ar/CHF3 based one. In step 5, Ar/O2
RIE etch chemistry is used to etch the lower resist level, leaving behind the narrower
single tier resist pattern. This resist is used as an etch mask to etch the exposed hard mask
using Cl2/Ar RIE chemistry. The remaining resist and hard mask combination is used as
an etch mask to etch into the exposed replica template material again. This creates the
multitier pattern on the replica template material. The remaining resist mask and hard
mask material can be removed using suitable wet etching that is compatible with the
replica template material. In another embodiment, the template material maybe a stack of
three materials: in one instance, it maybe fused silica, with a sputtered etch stop layer
such as ITO or Si3N4 in another instance, and SiO2 on top of the etch stop, deposited
using PECVD.
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Chapter 3: Self-Aligned Bilaterally Symmetric Multilevel
Nanostructures
3.1 MOTIVATION
As discussed in Section 2.1, several researchers [25, 26] have demonstrated
techniques to fabricate completed multilevel microelectronic circuits from a single
patterning step enabled by imprint lithography. But these demonstrations target devices in
the micron scale and devices that use amorphous silicon as the semiconductor material,
that does not require doping using ion implantation. In this section, a fabrication process
to fabricate a completed NMOS or PMOS device in the sub-100 nm scale on a Si
substrate using only a single patterning step is presented. This process reduces the
number of patterning steps to form such a device from typically at least ten, to just one.
In the case of wafer-scale imprinting, it increases the throughput by 100x compared to
step-and-repeat patterning. It also eliminates the need for intermediate layer to layer
alignment and overlay3. The method to fabricate such a device is the motivation behind
fabrication of the self-aligned bilaterally symmetric multilevel nanostructures (Fig. 3.1).
The methodology and fabrication results of bilaterally symmetric multilevel
nanostructures are described in Section 3.2. These structures can then be used in the
fabrication of a self-aligned multilevel nanoimprint template (SAMT) (described in
Section 3.1.1), that can then be used in the fabrication of planar NMOS devices
(described in Section 3.1.2).

3

Results from chapters 2, 3, and 4 have been published in a journal article: P. Joseph, S. Singhal, O. Abed,
and S.V. Sreenivasan, “Fabrication of self-aligned multilevel nanostructures,” Microelectronic
Engineering, Vol. 169, pp. 49-61, Feb. 2017. P. Joseph fabricated all the structures explained in this article
as part of his Ph.D. research. S. Singhal trained P. Joseph in nanoimprint lithography and optimized
nanoimprint processes used in the research. O. Abed helped develop ALD processes on polymer structures.
S.V. Sreenivasan was the PI in-charge of this research.
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Fig. 3.1 Motivation for fabrication of bilaterally symmetric multilevel nanostructures
3.1.1 Process for fabrication of SAMT
The bilaterally symmetric multitier structures (Section 3.2) will be used as the
master imprint template to create the SAMTs. An illustration of the method is shown in
Fig. 3.2. The master template is used to create inverse tone bilaterally symmetric
structures in nanoimprint resist in step 1. This is followed by removal of residual resist
layer using Ar/O2 etch chemistry. Pattern transfer of the multilevel resist structures by
RIE into the SAMT template material (fused silica) is then carried out, using the
multilevel pattern transfer technique (using a hard mask) described in Section 2.4. Once
this is done, an optical lithography step is carried out as shown in step 3, to mask
individual bilateral structure units and create a first level etch using RIE in the exposed
fused silica using CHF3/Ar/CH4 etch chemistry. After this, a second optical lithography
step is carried out as shown in step 4, to mask individual bilateral structure units and a
part of the first etched level, and create a second level etch using RIE in the exposed
fused silica. Following this, a third optical lithography step is carried out as shown in step
5, to mask individual bilateral structure units, a part of the first etch protected in the
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previous lithography step, and a part of the second etched level, and create a third level
etch using RIE in the exposed fused silica. The remaining resist is removed to expose the
SAMT that will be used in the patterning of NMOS devices described in Section 3.1.2.

Fig. 3.2 Illustration of methodology for fabrication of SAMT
The red rectangle in Fig. 3.2 illustrates the portion of the SAMT that corresponds
to an individual NMOS device. It is to be noted that photolithography is proposed in this
SAMT fabrication process only to isolate the individual NMOS device features and not in
fabricating the device features themselves (these are fabricated using self-aligned
techniques demonstrated in Section 3.2). Isolation of individual device features has a
much higher tolerance on allowable overlay errors than within individual device features.
So it is acceptable to use photolithography for this purpose.
3.1.2 Process for fabrication of NMOS devices
An illustration of the method to fabricate NMOS devices from a single patterning
step is shown in Fig. 3.3. The material stack for this method, in one instance comprises a
p-type Si substrate (20), thin high-k dielectric gate oxide layer (30), hard mask material 1
(40) which may be a nitride or an oxide, hard mask material 2 (50) which may be an
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oxide or a nitride (different from hard mask material 1), and polymer sacrificial resist
(60).
The SAMT (10) is applied onto the polymer resist. When the SAMT (10) is
removed after the resist is cured, it forms a negative multilevel structure (61) as shown in
step 2. Residual resist layer is removed by RIE as shown in step 3. Matched etching by
RIE can then be carried out to transfer the multilevel resist pattern (61) onto the two
underlying hard mask layers (50 and 40). The first two levels from top in the patterned
resist (61) are transferred onto layer 50 (and now become 51) and the third level from 61
is transferred onto 40 (and now becomes 41). This matched etching can be carried out by
alternately etching the resist (61) and hard masks (50 and 40) transferring one feature
layer at a time as described in Section 2.4. The result of this etch is shown in step 4.
Using hard mask 1 (41) as ion-implant mask, low energy ion implantation is carried out
to form shallow lightly doped source and drain regions (70) in the exposed substrate (20).
In step 6, a thin layer of material (42) same as that of hard mask material 1 (40) is
deposited. This material is then blanket etched to define side wall spacers (43) in step 7.
These side wall spacers (43), along with the pre-existing hard mask material (41) serve as
implant masks for high energy doping of exposed substrate (20) to form deeper highly ndoped source and drain regions (71) in step 8. Using hard mask material 2 (51) as etch
mask, hard mask material 1 (41 and 43 are the same material) is etched and removed in
step 9.
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Fig. 3.3 Illustration of methodology for fabrication of NMOS devices using a single
patterning step
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In step 10, a thin transition metal layer (80) is blanket deposited. In one instance
this metal layer could be Titanium. On annealing, this transition metal layer (80) reacts
with the exposed doped silicon regions (70) to form transition metal silicide (81) which is
a low resistance contact as shown in step 11. The transition metal layer (80) does not
react with the exposed hard mask layers (51 and 44) and reacts only with exposed silicon
(70), thus forming a self-aligned metal silicide or salicide (81).
Step 12 is the result of two sub-steps: the unreacted transition metal is etched
away by a piranha clean or suitable dry etch; and gate metal (90) is blanket deposited and
planarized by CMP until remaining hard mask 2 (51) is exposed. After step 12, using the
gate metal (90) as etch mask, exposed hard masks (51 and 44) are etched (in that order)
and the remaining hard mask 2 becomes 52 and hard mask 1 becomes 45. Continuing to
use the gate metal (90) as etch mask, RIE is done into exposed silicon to form isolation
trenches (21) in step 13. In step 14, CMP of the gate metal (90) is carried out to expose
hard mask 2 (52), which is then etched away using the gate metal (90) as mask. After step
14, continuing with the gate metal as etch mask, hard mask 1 (45) is also etched using
RIE to expose gate oxide (30). This would also define the dimensions of the final gate
(91) and S/D contacts (92). Field isolation oxide (100) is then blanket deposited in step
15. In the final step, the field oxide (100) is planarized using CMP to expose metal
contacts (91 and 92), thus forming a self-aligned NMOS MOSFET with lightly doped
source and drain regions suitable for short-channel devices.
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3.2 METHODOLOGY AND FABRICATION
The final bilaterally symmetric multilevel structure to be fabricated is illustrated
in Fig. 3.4. The methodology of fabrication is illustrated in Fig. 3.5.

Fig. 3.4 Illustration of bilaterally symmetric multilevel structure to be fabricated
Because of the unavailability of J-FIL templates with the desired starting structure
of a paired nanoscale grating (shown in step 1 of Fig. 3.5), e-beam lithography has been
used to define the pattern on a Si wafer. It is common practice to use e-beam lithography
to make nanoimprint templates. The problem arises only when a second lithography step
needs to be carried out with intermediate alignment and overlay. Two fabrication
processes are described next and the second one is an improvement over the first process
based on the results of the first process.
3.2.1 Method 1
The first method to fabricate these multitiered structures is illustrated in Fig. 3.5.
The CAD pattern used for the e-beam lithography step is shown in Fig. 3.6 along with the
illustration of the final features it would enable.
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Fig. 3.5 Illustration of method 1 to fabricate bilaterally symmetric multilevel structures
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Fig. 3.6 e-beam 2D CAD (top view) used in this method along with an illustration of the
final 3D structures (cross section) it would enable
Following patterning, pattern transfer by RIE into Si (step 2 in Fig. 3.5) using the
resist mask is carried out and the remaining resist mask can be removed by piranha
cleaning (process details are presented in Section 3.3). SEM of the resulting grating
structure is shown in Fig. 3.7 (a). The sample containing the silicon gratings at this point
is then introduced into the ALD chamber. A conformal layer of a side wall spacer
material is then deposited until the distance between the two gratings in a set is filled as
shown in step 3 of Fig. 3.5. The criteria for selecting this material are: high RIE etch
selectivity with silicon, ability to be deposited using ALD, and ability to be easily etched
by a wet etch process that does not affect silicon. Based on these criteria, SiO2 was
chosen as the spacer material.
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Fig. 3.7 Cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph showing (a) grating pairs etched
into Si; (b) ALD of SiO2 on Si grating pairs
An SEM image of the resulting structure is shown in Fig. 3.7(b). Blanket etching
of the SiO2 ALD film is carried out next in order to expose Si between the pairs (but not
within the pair itself) of gratings as shown in step 4. At this stage, the spacer masks for
etching a second level into the Si wafer have been defined. Si RIE at this stage then
carried out (step 5) using HBr/Cl2 dry etch chemistry. Once the etch process is
completed, the remaining silicon dioxide mask can be removed by wet processing using
standard buffered oxide etchants. This process exposes the final structure illustrated in
step 6 of Fig. 3.5. Fig. 3.8 is the same as Fig. 3.6 repeated here for convenience and
comparison with SEM results. Fig. 3.9 is a top-view SEM of the three level silicon
structure. It can be seen that uneven silicon etching has caused silicon “grass” in the top
most and bottom levels. The importance of ALD silicon dioxide filling the distance
between two gratings in a pair manifests itself in Fig. 3.9. Since, in this particular
demonstration, SiO2 did not fill the aforementioned inter-grating distance, a clear second
lower level silicon is visible between the gratings which is not desirable. Fig. 3.10 shows
a top view SEM when the process was repeated allowing sufficient ALD thickness to fill
the inter-grating distance. The second lower level silicon defect in between the gratings
does not occur here. A cross sectional SEM is shown in Fig. 3.11.
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Fig. 3.8 e-beam 2D CAD used in this method along with an illustration of the 3D
structures (same as Fig. 3.6)

Fig. 3.9 Scanning electron micrograph (top-view) of the three level silicon structure
fabricated using method 1
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Fig. 3.10 Scanning electron micrograph (top-view) of the three level silicon structure
fabricated using method 1 and inter-grating defect corrected

Fig. 3.11 Tilted SEM image taken at the section marked with the red dotted line in
Fig. 3.10
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3.2.2 Method 2
This second method to fabricate bilaterally symmetric multitier
nanostructures is a modification of method 1 in order to eliminate etching of top level
silicon in step 5 of Fig. 3.5. Method 2 is illustrated in Fig. 3.12. The primary modification
is the use of a hard mask material above the silicon sample. In this case, SiO2 (which is
the same material that will be used to form side wall spacers), is thermally grown on the
surface of the Si sample by oxidation. This sample is then patterned using electron beam
lithography similar to the previous method as shown in step 1 of Fig. 3.12. Pattern
transfer by RIE into the oxide hard mask is achieved using CHF3/Ar/CF4 etch chemistry.
The remaining resist mask can be removed by wet piranha processing. The patterned
silicon dioxide serves as the mask for RIE pattern transfer into underlying silicon using
HBr/Cl2 chemistry.
The sample containing the silicon gratings with remaining silicon dioxide hard
mask on top is then introduced into the ALD chamber. A conformal layer of SiO2
(illustrated with the color pink) is then deposited until the distance between the two
gratings in a pair is filled as shown in step 4 of Fig. 3.12. Blanket etching of the SiO2 film
needs to be carried out next, in order to expose silicon between the adjacent pairs of
gratings as shown in step 4. This etch process is carried out using CF4/Ar/CHF3 etch
chemistry. At this stage, we have defined the spacer etch masks for etching a second level
into the silicon (step 5). Note that at this point, we still have some remaining silicon
dioxide hard mask (deep red) on top of the silicon grating features. This remaining mask
was not removed after step 3 and so this protects the top level of silicon from etching
unevenly at step 5 of the process.
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Fig. 3.12 Illustration of method 2 to fabricate bilaterally symmetric multilevel
nanostructures while preventing etch of top level silicon
The side wall spacer masks have been defined by step 5 and Si RIE at this
stage is carried out using an HBr/Cl2 etch chemistry. The top level of silicon remains
unaffected by this etch step due to the protective hard mask on top of it. Once the etch
process is completed, the remaining silicon dioxide mask can be removed by wet
processing using standard buffered oxide etchants. This process exposes the final
structure illustrated in step 6 of Fig. 3.12.
Fig. 3.13 shows the top and cross-section views of bilaterally symmetric
multilevel grating structure with a smooth top Si surface, but has etch artifacts such as Si
grass in the lowermost Si level which arise due to micromasking [60 - 63] during the
second level etch. After the second level has been defined, the hard mask can be removed
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using standard buffered oxide wet etch. This step reveals the bilaterally symmetric
multilevel structures as shown in Fig. 3.13. This demonstration was constrained to a
small area and suffered from low-frequency line edge roughness due to the use of suboptimal e-beam lithography for the initial patterning. The smallest structures in this
demonstration are the paired grating structures with widths equal to 100 nm. The critical
alignment that was achieved using ALD in this demonstration is that of the two gratings
to the trenches on either side: they are both exactly the same distance away from the
trenches on the respective sides due to the conformal nature of mask deposition.

Fig. 3.13 Scanning electron micrograph showing bilaterally symmetric multilevel
structures with smooth top level due to use of SiO2 hard mask, but Si grass
in the lowermost level due to micromasking
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3.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS DETAILS
The patterning process used is e-beam lithography with dose = 90 μC/cm2 and
beam current = 100 pA. A positive tone e-beam resist is spin coated onto a Si sample at
4500 rpm for 60 s. This approximates to a resist thickness of around 400 nm. A post
bake is carried out at 180°C for 120 s. The resist is developed in n-amyl acetate for 120 s
followed by rinsing the sample with isopropyl alcohol (IPA). Pattern transfer by RIE into
Si using the resist mask is carried out using the following etch: 1) high power etch: Cl 2
flow rate = 4 sccm, HBr flow rate = 25.4 sccm, P = 400 W, chamber pressure = 28 mT,
etch time = 60 s; 2) low power etch: Cl2 flow rate = 4 sccm, HBr flow rate = 25.4 sccm, P
= 275 W, chamber pressure = 28 mT, Etch rate = 1.2 nm/s. The Si containing precursor
gas used for ALD of SiO2 is TDMAS. By alternating TDMAS (0.4 s pulse) with O2 (50
sccm for 3 s), and striking a plasma (300 W for 10 s) in the ALD chamber maintained at
110°C, a conformal layer of SiO2 is formed on the Si gratings at the rate 0.72 Å/cycle.
Etching of SiO2 to form sidewall spacers is carried out using: CHF3 flow rate = 15 sccm,
Ar flow rate = 50 sccm, CF4 flow rate = 5 sccm, chamber pressure = 115 mT, RIE P =
125 W, Reflected RF P = 7 W, Etch rate = 0.2 nm/s. Etching of Si using SiO2 spacer
mask is carried out using HBr/Cl2 etch chemistry mentioned previously in this section.
The remaining SiO2 mask can be removed by wet etching using buffered oxide etchants.
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Chapter 4: Self-Aligned Nanotube Structures
4.1 MOTIVATION
Energy storage systems are of significant importance for applications such as
hand-held devices, tablet computers, and electric cars. Batteries and capacitors are two
classes of devices that are constantly considered as primary energy sources for such
applications. While batteries have high energy storage densities, they have very slow
charge/discharge rates [64]. Capacitors on the other hand can provide more power than
batteries, but the energy storage density is lower.
Semiconductor nanowires have gained increasing interest as 3D capacitors, as
they increase the surface area available for energy storage compared to planar metaloxide-semiconductor (MOS) capacitors. Typical approaches to fabricate such nanowires
include bottom-up techniques to grow the structures with controlled morphology [65].
However, these approaches cannot be used to selectively place nanowires in a welldefined array, like those fabricated using top-down patterning techniques [66]. As
previously discussed, conventional top-down optical patterning techniques are
expensive4. Nanoimprint lithography has been used to demonstrate fabrication of Si cores
for nanowire capacitors [41]. When an inexpensive wet etch technique such as metalassisted chemical etching (MaCE) is combines with nanoimprint lithography to make
high aspect ratio nanowire structures, the overall fabrication process becomes
inexpensive compared to a process that uses conventional dry etch along with optical
lithography.
4

Results from chapters 2, 3, and 4 have been published in a journal article: P. Joseph, S. Singhal, O. Abed,
and S.V. Sreenivasan, “Fabrication of self-aligned multilevel nanostructures,” Microelectronic
Engineering, Vol. 169, pp. 49-61, Feb. 2017. P. Joseph fabricated all the structures explained in this article
as part of his Ph.D. research. S. Singhal trained P. Joseph in nanoimprint lithography and optimized
nanoimprint processes used in the research. O. Abed helped develop ALD processes on polymer structures.
S.V. Sreenivasan was the PI in-charge of this research.
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Silicon nanotube structures have the advantage of higher surface area compared to
Si nanowire structures [67, 68]. As a result, while using nanotube structures, higher
capacitance per unit projected area can be realized; this is valuable when on-chip MOS
capacitors are desirable, for instance, as DRAM storage capacitors. Such nanotube
structures have been fabricated using multiple patterning enabled optical lithography and
MaCE previously [69]. DRAM density increases by a factor of 4 every three years
[70, 71]: so, using a high density, economical nanopatterning technique such as
nanoimprint lithography to fabricate Si nanotube structures is valuable.
The capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor is given by equation 4.1.
𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

𝐴𝜀0 𝜀𝑟
𝑑

(4.1)

where A = surface area of overlap between the two plates
ε0 = permittivity of free space
εr = relative permittivity of insulator or dielectric constant.
d = dielectric thickness.
Yujia et. al. demonstrated the fabrication of metal-insulator-silicon (MIS)
nanowire capacitors using ALD to deposit dielectric and sputtering to deposit metal on
silicon nanowires patterned using nanoimprinting [43]. From equation 4.1, it is clear that
increasing the area of overlap of metal and silicon in a MIS capacitor improves its
performance. But at the same time packing density of capacitor structures should not be
lowered. Hence the aim is to increase surface area per unit projected area by modifying
the cross-sectional geometry of the capacitor structures. Changing the cross sectional
geometry from a circle in the case of silicon nanowires to a ring in the case of the silicon
nanotubes increases the surface area of overlap of silicon with metal. But a silicon
nanotube is not as mechanically stiff in bending as a silicon nanowire. Comparison of
stiffness of the two shapes is presented in Section 4.1.1.
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Another interesting application of such nanotube structures is quantum dot-ring
nanostructures, which are quantum dots surrounded by quantum ring nanostructures
[109 - 111]. The electronic properties of such quantum nanostructures can be modified by
changing the shape and size of these structures [112].
4.1.1 Comparison of bending stiffness of nanowires and nanotubes
Fig. 4.1 shows a cantilever beam of height h with a force P acting on it. The
deflection due to the force is δ. The expression for deflection from beam theory is given
by
δ=

𝑃ℎ3
3𝐸𝐼

where E= Elastic modulus of the material of the beam
and

I = Area moment of inertia of the beam.

Fig. 4.1 Illustration of a cantilever beam with a point load acting on it.
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(4.2)

The stiffness of the beam is given by
𝑃

k= 𝛿
which implies that

k=

(4.3)

3𝐸𝐼

(4.4)

ℎ3

The silicon nanowires and nanotubes are treated as cantilever beams with a point
force acting on them for the sake of simplicity. The bending stiffness of the wires and
tubes are given by
kwire =
and

ktube =

3𝐸𝐼𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒

3
ℎ𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒
3𝐸𝐼𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒
3
ℎ𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒

(4.5)
(4.6)

Fig. 4.2 Illustration of cross sectional geometry of (left) silicon nanotube and (right)
silicon nanowire.
The area moment of inertia for the two geometries is given by
1

𝐼𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 = 4 𝜋𝑎4
1

𝐼𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 = 4 𝜋(𝑎4 − 𝑎2 4 )

(4.7)
(4.8)

In the fabrication process described in this section, the radius of the silicon
nanowires is the same as the outer radius of the silicon nanotubes, i.e. a = a2 + t. While
a2 is the patterned radius of resist pillars, a is inferred in two different ways in the wires
vs the tubes. In the case of nanowires, a is the radius of the final Si pillars defined by the
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anisotropy of the pattern transfer process, while in the case of nanotubes, it is simply
equal to a2 + t, where t is the tube thickness defined by the ALD process. The fabrication
process (Section 4.2) is adjusted to give approximately the same value for a in both cases.
Itube can be evaluated as follows:

1
𝜋(𝑎4 − 𝑎2 4 )
4
1
= 𝜋(a4 − (𝑎 − 𝑡)4 )

𝐼𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 =

4

(4.9)

In the fabrication process described in this work, a2 = 50 nm and tube thickness,
t = 25 nm. So, a = 75 nm. In this case a = 3t or
1
t= 3 𝑎 = 0.3𝑎
(4.10)
Substituting these values into equations (4.7) and (4.8),
𝐼𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 =24860491.07 nm4

(4.11a)

𝐼𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 =19949776.79 nm4

(4.11b)

Substituting the results for Iwire and Itube in equations 4.5 and 4.6 respectively, and
noting that ESi = 150 GPa, we get
kwire =
and

ktube =

11.1872 Nnm2
3
ℎ𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒
8.9773 Nnm2
3
ℎ𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒

(4.12)
(4.13)

If hwire = htube (equal depth of etch), then
kwire = 1.246 ktube

(4.14)

So, for the fabrication dimensions considered, the bending stiffness of silicon
nanowires would be approximately 1.246 times as that of silicon nanotubes (when the
tubes and wires are of the same height). For equal stiffnesses of the nanotubes and
nanowires, kwire = ktube , which implies
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𝒉𝒕𝒖𝒃𝒆 = 𝟎. 𝟗𝟐𝟗𝟑 𝒉𝒘𝒊𝒓𝒆

(4.15)

For the fabrication dimensions considered, the etch depth of silicon nanotubes
should be 0.9293 times the etch depth of silicon nanowires to have equal mechanical
stiffness. Even though, the silicon nanotubes need to be shorter to be as mechanically stiff
as the nanotubes, they still behave as better capacitors as discussed in the next section.
4.1.2 Comparison of MIS nanowire and nanotube capacitors
Fig. 4.3 is an illustration comparing cross section of a MIS nanowire capacitor to
a MIS nanotube capacitor. For a MIS nanowire capacitor, the capacitance of a unit cell
(Cunitcell - wire) is defined as the sum of the capacitances of planar MIS area (C planar) and the
MIS nanowire (Ccylinder - wire), since the capacitances are in parallel [43].

Fig. 4.3 Illustration showing cross section of a (left) MIS nanowire capacitor and (right)
MIS nanotube capacitor
The top of the nanowire capacitor need not be taken into account, since Cplanar
takes the bottom of the nanowire into consideration (which actually does not have the
MIS configuration, but compensates for the top MIS configuration mathematically).
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𝐶𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙−𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 = 𝐶𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑟 + 𝐶𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟−𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒
𝐴𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝜀0 𝜀𝑟
𝑑
2𝜋𝜀0 𝜀𝑟 ℎ𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒
𝐶𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟−𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 =
ln(𝑏⁄𝑎 )
𝐶𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑟 =

where, in Fig. 4.3(left),

(4.16)
(4.17)
(4.18)

b = outer radius of dielectric layer ~ 87 nm
a = inner radius of dielectric layer ~ 70 nm
hwire = height of the nanowires ~ 135 nm

and

d = b – a = dielectric thickness ~ 17 nm from

fabrication results discussed in Section 4.2.
The nanowires to be patterned have a pitch of 200 nm and CD of 100 nm.
The nanowires are distributed in a rectangular configuration and this corresponds to the
side of a unit cell measuring 200 nm. Hence projected area of a unit cell is 0.04 μm2.
Substituting d = 17 nm, and noting that ε0 (permittivity of free space) = 8.854 x 10-12 F/m
and εr (dielectric constant of hafnium oxide) = 17 (calculated from planar capacitors
fabricated in this research), we get,
𝐶𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑟 = 3.5416 x 10-16 F

(4.19)

and

𝐶𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟−𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 = 5.87478 x 10-16 F

(4.20)

So

𝑪𝒖𝒏𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍−𝒘𝒊𝒓𝒆 = 9.41638 x 10-16 F

(4.21)

For an MIS nanotube capacitor (as shown in Fig. 4.3(right)), the
capacitance of a unit cell (Cunitcell-tube) is defined as the sum of the capacitances of planar
MIS area (Cplanar), the MIS nanotube outer wall (Couter cylinder - tube), and the MIS nanotube
inner wall (Cinner cylinder - tube). The top of the nanotube capacitor need not be taken into
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account, since Cplanar takes the bottom of the nanotube into account (which actually does
not have the MIS configuration, but compensates for the top MIS configuration
mathematically).
(4.22)

𝐶𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙−𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 = 𝐶𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑟 + 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟−𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 + 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟−𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒

𝐶𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑟 =

𝐴𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝜀0 𝜀𝑟
𝑑

(4.23)

𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟−𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 =

2𝜋𝜀0 𝜀𝑟 ℎ𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒
𝑏
ln (𝑎)

(4.24)

𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟−𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 =

2𝜋𝜀0 𝜀𝑟 ℎ𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒
𝑎
ln ( 𝑐2 )

(4.25)

where, in Fig. 4.3(right),

b

= outer radius of outer dielectric layer ~ 92.5 nm

a = inner radius of outer dielectric layer ~ 75.5 nm
a2 = outer radius of inner dielectric layer ~ 50.5 nm
c = inner radius of inner dielectric layer ~ 33.5 nm
htube = height of the nanotubes ~ 85 nm
and

d = b – a = a2 – c = dielectric thickness ~ 17 nm

In this case, Cplanar remains the same as the nanowire case. Substituting fabrication
dimensions
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟−𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 + 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟−𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 = (3.96 x 10-16 + 1.95941 x 10-16) F
So

𝑪𝒖𝒏𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍−𝒕𝒖𝒃𝒆 = 9.46108 x 10-16 F

(4.26)
(4.27)

Individual ultra-capacitors are isolated using photolithography. The dimensions of
the individual devices are 300 µm x 300 µm.
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Dividing equations (4.21) and (4.27) by corresponding average etch depths of
135 nm and 85 nm, and scaling the values up for an area of 300 µm x 300 µm, we have
𝑪𝒏𝒂𝒏𝒐𝒘𝒊𝒓𝒆 𝒄𝒂𝒑 = 1.5694 x 10-11 F

(4.28)

𝑪𝒏𝒂𝒏𝒐𝒕𝒖𝒃𝒆 𝒄𝒂𝒑 = 2.5044 x 10-11 F

(4.29)

per unit depth of etch and per ultra-capacitor area of 300 µm x 300 µm.

Increase in capacitance of MIS nanotube capacitors compared to MIS nanowire
capacitors per unit etch depth is analytically predicted as
Percentage increase in capacitance =
% increase in capacitance

(𝐶𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑝 − 𝐶𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑝 )
𝐶𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑝

∗ 100

(4.30)

= 59.57 %

4.2 METHODOLOGY AND FABRICATION
4.2.1 Fabrication of nanotube structures
Three methods of fabricating Si nanotubes were developed in this research. While
two of these methods were successful, one was not. All three methodologies and the
corresponding fabrication results are presented in this section.
4.2.1.1 Fabrication of nanotubes using Cr mandrel
The first method to fabricate Si nanotubes involves the use of Cr as a mandrel
material. As shown in Fig. 4.4, Cr is sputter coated or electron beam evaporated onto a Si
substrate prior to patterning. J-FIL is the patterning technique used in this process. The
residual layer formed after imprinting is removed using Ar/O2 RIE chemistry. This is step
1 of the illustration shown in Fig. 4.4. This imprinted resist is then used as an etch mask
and the Cr hard mask is etched using Cl2/O2 etch chemistry. The remaining resist mask
can be etched away using O2 plasma based ashing process. This completely burns off the
remaining resist. Now the Cr hard mask forming the core of the nanotubes has been
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defined. This is step 2 in Fig. 4.4. The Cr cores that are now obtained go through ALD of
SiO2. Blanket etching of the thin SiO2 film is then carried out to expose the Cr cores. This
process step is carried out using CHF3/Ar/CF4 etch chemistry. At this point in the
process, there should be a silicon dioxide ring around the chromium core as illustrated in
step 3 of Fig. 4.4. The chromium core is etched using a Cr mask wet etchant that doesn’t
etch SiO2. This is illustrated by step 4.
During the course of demonstration of this fabrication process, it was noticed that
the thickness of the chromium core used in the process was insufficient. The etch
selectivity of imprint resist to chromium is about 0.33: which implies that resist etches
thrice as quickly as chromium does, during step 2 of Fig. 4.4. This limited the thickness
of chromium used in the process to ~25 nm. This also means that the silicon dioxide
mask in the shape of a ring created in step 3 of Fig. 4.4, had a maximum thickness of
25 nm (ideally). But due to the variability in the etch rate of silicon dioxide, it was seen
that the mask defined at the end of the silicon dioxide etch process had insufficient
thickness to remain physically stable when chromium wet etch was carried out at step 4.
It was noticed that, as chromium began to get etched in step 4, the thin (~14-16 nm due to
etch variations) physically unstable ring shaped silicon dioxide mask got “washed off”
after the Cr core was etched during wet processing. In order to make the ring shaped
silicon dioxide mask in step 4 more stable during wet etching of the Cr core, it needs to
be thicker than 25 nm. This means that the Cr core needs to be thicker than 25 nm so the
ALD process can enable thicker silicon dioxide mask. To overcome the poor selectivity
of resist to Cr, a hard mask can be used to pattern chromium. This is illustrated in Fig.
4.5, which shows a cross-sectional view of this modified process to form a much thicker
(~65-80 nm) Cr core. The final step of this process is the same as step 2 of Fig. 4.4, the
only difference being that the Cr mask is thicker.
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Fig. 4.4 Illustration of the first method to fabricate self-aligned Si nanotubes
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Fig. 4.5 Illustration of process to form thicker Cr core.
In this case, silicon dioxide is chosen as the hard mask. Once the pattern is
transferred onto Cr using silicon dioxide as the hard mask, the remaining silicon dioxide
can be removed using wet processing with buffered oxide etchants. At this point, a
thicker Cr core is obtained which can then be transferred into the ALD chamber as before
to form the ring shaped silicon dioxide mask as shown in step 3 of Fig. 4.4. The
fabrication results of this method are presented next.
Chromium (~75 nm) is deposited by sputtering or e-beam evaporation. Silicon
dioxide hard mask is then deposited on the Cr using PECVD. This material stack is now
ready for patterning. J-FIL is the patterning technique used in this process. The imprinted
resist pillars on the described material stack are shown in Fig. 4.6.

Fig. 4.6 Scanning electron micrographs showing imprinted resist pillars on material stack.
(Left) Cross section view. (Right) Tilted view.
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Residual layer etch is then carried out. Once the residual layer is removed, the
resist pillars are used as masks to etch the silicon dioxide hard mask. The remaining resist
mask can be etched away using an O2 plasma based ashing process. The patterned silicon
dioxide pillars are used as etch masks to etch and define underlying chromium to form Cr
cores using Cl2/O2 etch chemistry. Fig. 4.7 shows cross section SEM of etched chromium
core with silicon dioxide mask on top. A deep undercut in Cr is clearly visible from this
SEM. This is undesirable since it will not facilitate the formation of a vertical silicon
dioxide ring mask as illustrated in step 3 of Fig. 4.4. Fig. 4.7(b) is an SEM obtained after
the removal of the remaining silicon dioxide mask seen in Fig. 4.7(a) by wet processing.
This figure shows the shape of the chromium core clearly and the need for reducing
undercut in Cr etch. Since this process failed to pattern a Cr mandrel with vertical
sidewalls, it was unsuccessful and other methods described in the next two sections were
pursued.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.7 Scanning electron micrographs of (a) remaining silicon dioxide mask on top of
etched chromium pillars (cross section) (b) chromium cores after removal of
silicon dioxide mask (tilted view)
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4.2.1.2 Fabrication of nanotubes using low temperature ALD
An ALD based self-alignment process in which the outer and inner circles are
perfectly concentric, is demonstrated here. The patterning technique used in this process
to create the initial pattern of pillars in the resist is J-FIL as shown in step (a) of Fig. 4.8.
After RIE etching of the residual layer, the resist pillars thus formed are used as mandrel
to allow conformal SiO2 spacer deposition with ALD, as shown in step (c) of Fig. 4.8.
Blanket RIE of the SiO2 film is then carried out to expose the resist cores from the top
(step (d) of Fig. 4.8), as shown in Fig. 4.9.

Fig. 4.8 Illustration (cross-section) of the process to fabricate Si tubes.
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Fig. 4.9 SEM showing patterned SiO2 spacer ring around the resist core.
The exposed resist mandrel is then removed using an O2 plasma etch. At this
point, SiO2 ring masks are defined corresponding to step (e) of Fig. 4.8. The exposed Si is
then etched, thus forming a Si tube with the SiO2 mask on top, as shown in Fig. 4.10.

Fig. 4.10 Scanning electron micrograph (cut off – tilted view) showing etched Si tube and
remaining SiO2 mask intact after sample cleaving.
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After this etch, the remaining SiO2 mask is removed by wet etching, which then
exposes the desired self-aligned tube structures in Si as illustrated by step (f) of Fig. 4.8
and shown in Fig. 4.11. The tubes demonstrated have an outer diameter equal to 180 nm
and wall thickness equal to 23 nm. The critical alignment enabled by ALD in this
demonstration is manifested as uniform wall thickness around the circumference of the
tubes. This ensures that the centers of the outer and inner cylinders of the tubes are
perfectly aligned.
Fig. 4.9 shows that the SiO2 mask around the resist mandrel has a sidewall angle;
this is due to the side wall angle created on the resist profile during the Ar/O2 residual
layer etch. Studying Fig. 4.12 carefully illustrates this better. Fig. 4.12(a) shows patterned
resist profile with vertical sidewalls. Fig. 4.12(b) shows that the resist sidewalls have a
large angle after the residual layer etch was performed. To avoid this, another method
was developed and demonstrated, and this is presented in the next section.
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Fig. 4.11 Scanning electron micrographs corresponding to step (f) of Fig. 4.8.
(a) Tilted view of Si tubes – scale bar is 1 μm; (b) Magnified tilted view of single Si tube
structure – scale bar is 100 nm; (c) Cross-sectional view of Si tubes – scale bar is 100 nm;
(d) Magnified cross sectional cut-off view of a single Si tube structure – scale bar is 100
nm; (e) Top view of Si tubes – scale bar is 1 μm and (inset) magnified top-view of one Si
tube – scale bar is 100nm. (f) Top view showing hexagonal tube arrangement due to the
starting hexagonal pattern in the nanoimprint template– scale bar is 100 nm.
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Fig. 4.12 (a) SEM of patterned resist pillars showing vertical sidewalls; (b) SEM of resist
pillars after residual layer etch showing sidewalls with large angles
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4.2.1.3 Fabrication of nanotubes without residual layer etch

Fig. 4.13 Illustration of a process to fabricate Si nanotubes without residual layer etch

The method presented in this section (illustrated in Fig. 4.13) helps in the
fabrication of Si nanotubes with the centers of the outer and inner cylinders perfectly
aligned, while eliminating the need for residual resist layer etch after patterning using
J-FIL. Step 1 of Fig. 4.13 shows pillar structures patterned using J-FIL. The resist used in
this nanoimprinting process has a glass transition temperature (Tg) of ~150 °C. To deposit
SiO2 on this patterned resist, a low temperature ALD process was carried out at 110°C
corresponding to step 2 in Fig. 4.13 (Fig. 4.14).
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Fig. 4.14 SEM showing SiO2 deposited on patterned resist by low temperature ALD
The next step is the etching of SiO2 above the patterned resist and in the trenches
using a CF4/Ar chemistry based RIE process in step 3 of Fig. 4.13. This etch process has
excellent control over etch rate of SiO2 and helps exposing the resist mandrel while
preserving the ring shaped side walls. An SEM at this step is shown in Fig. 4.15.
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Fig. 4.15 (a) Tilted SEM showing SiO2 spacers around the resist mandrel intact after SiO2
etching; (b) cross sectional SEM showing the residual resist layer intact in
the trenches
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Step 4 of Fig. 4.13 shows the removal of the resist mandrel and the residual layer
in the trenches using an O2 plasma based ashing etch recipe. Fig. 4.16 is an SEM
corresponding to this etch step. This exposes the ring shaped SiO2 etch mask on top of the
ring shaped residual resist layer (cannot be seen in the SEM).

Fig. 4.16 SEM showing ring shaped SiO2 etch mask after removal of resist mandrel
Etching of Si using HBr/Cl2 based RIE chemistry is then carried out forming the
Si tubes. Fig. 4.17 and Fig. 4.18 show the Si tubes that have been etched still having the
etch mask on top of them. Fig. 4.19 is an SEM obtained after the removal of etch masks
by wet processing with buffered oxide etchants and piranha solution.
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Fig. 4.17 Tilted view SEM showing the etched Si nanotubes with etch masks still intact.
The approximate heights of the etch masks have been marked for clarity.

Fig. 4.18 Cross sectional SEM showing the etched Si nanotubes with etch masks intact.
Approximate heights of the etch masks have been marked.
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Fig. 4.19 Tilted view SEM showing uniform Si nanotubes fabricated using the method
described in Section 4.2.1.3. (Inset) Tiled SEM of Si nanotubes cut-off
showing inner diameter and etch uniformity.
4.2.2 Fabrication of nanotube capacitors and nanowire capacitors
4.2.2.1 Fabrication of Si nanotube capacitors
The Si nanotubes fabricated (as shown in Fig. 4. 19), are converted into Si
nanotube capacitors using the method illustrated in Fig. 4.20. A thin layer of a high-k
dielectric material such as hafnium oxide (HfO2) is deposited using atomic layer
deposition on the Si nanotubes. This layer acts as the insulator in the MIS capacitor as
shown in step (b) of Fig. 4.20. A metal layer such as TiN is then deposited using ALD to
complete the MIS capacitor (step (c)). Photolithography and wet etching were used to
define the TiN contact pads. The contact to the silicon electrode is through the backside
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of the silicon wafer using a conductive wafer chuck for electrical measurements.
Aluminum was evaporated on the back of the wafer, and the device was annealed to get
an ohmic contact [42]. Fig. 4.21 shows an SEM of the fabricated Si nanotube capacitors.

Fig. 4.20 Illustration of a method to convert Si nanotubes into Si nanotube capacitors
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Fig. 4.21 SEM showing Si nanotube capacitors that were fabricated. (Inset) SEM
identifying the HfO2 dielectric and TiN metal
4.2.2.2 Fabrication of Si nanowire capacitors
A process similar to the one described in [41] is used in fabricating Si nanowire
capacitors. JFIL is used for patterning pillar shaped resist structures (Fig. 4.12(a)). The
same pattern used for fabricating Si nanotubes is also used for fabricating Si nanowires.
After the removal of the residual layer (Fig. 4.12(b)), the resist pattern is transferred onto
an underlying SiO2 hard mask material. The etched oxide features are shown in Fig. 4.22.
SiO2 serves as the mask for etching into Si using HBr/Cl2 chemistry to form the Si
nanowires or nanopillars. The height of the Si nanopillars is controlled to be close to the
height of the nanotubes fabricated in Section 4.2.1. Etch Si nanowires with remaining
SiO2 masks are shown in Fig. 4.23. After the removal of the SiO2 hard mask by wet
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processing, a high-K dielectric (HfO2 in this case) is deposited using ALD, followed by
deposition of TiN using ALD. Photolithography and wet etching are used to define the
TiN contact pads. The contact to the silicon electrode is through the backside of the
silicon wafer using a conductive wafer chuck for electrical measurements. Aluminum is
evaporated on the back of the wafer, and the device is annealed to get an ohmic contact
[42]. A completed Si nanowire or nanopillar capacitor is shown in Fig. 4.24.

Fig. 4.22 SEM showing patterned SiO2 hard mask
Fig. 4.25 and Fig. 4.26 show the transition from fabricated capacitors to plain
nanotubes (Section 4.2.2.1) and nanowires (Section 4.2.2.2). These are SEMs obtained
after defining the ultra-capacitor regions using photolithography and etching of TiN
metal contact to isolate ultra-capacitor devices. Photolithography blur is evident in these
SEMs and gradual TiN etching can be observed in the transition region.
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Fig. 4.23 Tilted SEM showing etched Si nanowires with SiO2 mask on top; (Inset) Cross
sectional SEM

Fig. 4.24 Tilted SEM of Si nanowire capacitors; (Inset) Cross sectional SEM showing the
dielectric and metal layers
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Fig. 4.25 SEM showing the transition region from Si nanotube capacitors to plain Si
nanotubes. This transition is patterned using photolithography and wet
etching of TiN (Section 4.2.2.1)

Fig. 4.26 SEM showing the transition region from Si nanowire capacitors to plain Si
nanowires. This transition is patterned using photolithography and wet
etching of TiN (Section 4.2.2.2)
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4.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS DETAILS
J-FIL is used for patterning resist pillars. Two specific patterns were used in this
demonstration: 1) the patterns in Sections 4.2.1.1 and 4.2.1.2 were distributed in a
hexagonal arrangement with CD = 180 nm, pitch = 1 μm, and feature depth = 100 nm
over a circular area of diameter = 80 mm; and 2) the patterns in Sections 4.2.1.3 and 4.2.2
were much denser, distributed in a rectangular grid with CD = 100 nm, pitch = 200 nm,
and feature depth = 100 nm over a donut shaped area of outer diameter = 65 mm and
inner diameter = 25 mm. This second pattern will be used for comparison of the
performance of Si nanotube capacitors with Si nanowire capacitors in Section 4.4. The
residual layer formed after imprinting is removed using the following etch: O2 flow rate =
2 sccm, Ar flow rate = 70 sccm, Etch chamber pressure = 15 mT, RIE RF Power = 65 W,
Reflected RF Power = 4 W, Etch rate = 0.8 nm/s. ALD of SiO2 on resist pillars is carried
out by alternating TDMAS (0.4 s pulse) with O2 (50 sccm for 3 s) and striking a plasma
(300 W for 10 s) in the ALD chamber maintained at 110°C. A similar procedure is
followed for TiN ALD at 250°C with a tetrakisdimethylamido-titanium precursor
maintained at 75°C and an ammonia based plasma to provide the nitrogen species.
Hafnium oxide ALD at 250°C uses tetrakisdimethylamido-hafnium (TDMAH) as a
precursor maintained at 75°C and water as an oxidant for dielectric deposition.
Blanket etching of the thin SiO2 film for defining the side wall ring shaped spacer
is carried out using the following process conditions: CF4 flow rate = 25 sccm, Ar flow
rate = 10 sccm, chamber pressure = 100 mT, Platen RIE P = 40 W, Coil ICP P = 50 W,
etch rate = 0.11 – 0.14 nm/s. SiO2 etching using nanoimprint resist as etch mask is carried
out using the following process conditions: CHF3 flow rate = 15 sccm, Ar flow rate =
50 sccm, CF4 flow rate = 5 sccm, chamber pressure = 115 mT, RIE P = 125 W, Reflected
RF P = 7 W, Etch rate = 0.2 nm/s. RIE of Cr is carried out in the following etch
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conditions: Cl2 flow rate = 40 sccm; O2 flow rate = 10 sccm; RIE P = 80 W; reflected
RIE P = 1 W; chamber pressure = 30 mT, Etch rate = 0.42 nm/s. Etching of Si tubes
using ring shaped SiO2 mask is carried out using the following etch conditions: 1) high
power etch: Cl2 flow rate = 4 sccm, HBr flow rate = 25.4 sccm, P = 400 W, chamber
pressure = 28 mT, etch time = 60 s; 2) low power etch: Cl2 flow rate = 4 sccm, HBr flow
rate = 25.4 sccm, P = 275 W, chamber pressure =28 mT, Etch rate = 1.2 nm/s.
4.4 EXPERIMENTAL CAPACITANCE OF SI NANOTUBE CAPACITORS
The analytical calculations for the capacitances of Si nanowire capacitors and Si
nanotube capacitors were presented in Section 4.1.2. The dimensions of the nanowires
and nanotubes in Section 4.1.2 are average values based on several SEMs obtained from
the actual fabricated shapes. The measured capacitances of the fabricated capacitors will
be presented in this section and the results will be compared to the analytical results.
Fifteen nanotube ultra-capacitors and fifteen nanowire ultra-capacitors were measured
using an Agilent B1500A CV probe station. The analytical and experimental results are
presented together in Table 4.1.
The values reported are in the accumulation region of the MOS structures, since
in this regime, the capacitance is dictated purely by the capacitance due to the dielectric
and the area of overlap with the plates, which we have intended to maximize in this
exercise. The capacitances in the depletion regime and inversion regime are not reported
here since they also depend on the width of the depletion region and the frequency of the
AC small-signal voltage used during measurement. The accumulation region capacitance
best illustrates the effect of surface area increase in the fabricated device. The C-V plot is
shown in Fig. 4.27.
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Table 4.1 Capacitances of ultra-capacitors per unit etch depth and an area of
300 µm x 300 µm defined by photolithography.

Capacitance (F)

Si Nanowire
Capacitors

Si Nanotube
Capacitors

Increase in Capacitance

Analytical

1.5694E-11

2.5044E-11

60%

Experimental

1.26E-11

2.22036E-11

76%

Difference

19%

11%

Fig. 4.27 C-V plot showing the performance of the fabricated capacitors between DC bias
voltage of -4 V and 4 V, and a small sinusoidal signal of 5 kHz
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Chapter 5: Asymmetric Nanoshape Patterning
5.1 MOTIVATION
5.1.1 Motivation for asymmetric multilevel nanostructures
Polarizers are optical filters that can manipulate the polarization of light. A
potential application of the asymmetric multitier nanostructures illustrated in Fig. 1.6 is
wire grid polarizers (WGPs). WGPs are key devices that enable nanophotonic
applications such as polarizing beam splitters, filters for IR sensors, LCD projectors,
heads-up display in automobiles, head mounted displays, and lenses for polarized
sunglasses [72]. WGPs contain sub-wavelength periodic metal lines [73 - 75]. The
periodic metal lines act as the polarization element and the pitch of these metal lines
dictates the polarization spectrum of the device. This grid of metal lines transmits one
polarization of incident electromagnetic radiation while reflecting another [76]. It allows
transmission of light when the electric field is oriented perpendicular to the wires (TM/ppolarization) and blocks the other orientation (TE/s-polarization). WGPs are being
considered as a high-performance substitute for conventional chemical polarizers since
the former can be used for polarization recycling of unpolarized light, while the latter
absorbs it. An illustration of a typical wire grid polarizer is shown in Fig. 5.1.
It has been shown that geometric parameters such as grating pitch, duty cycle, and
metal aspect ratio/thickness affect transmission and contrast ratio (ER) of a WGP [45].
The performance of wire grid polarizers can be quantified using two parameters –
Contrast ratio (also referred to as extinction ratio) and percentage transmission. Contrast
ratio is defined as the ratio of optical power transmitted in the s-polarization vs the
p-polarization. It is an indicator of the maximum contrast achievable using the polarizer.
Percentage transmission is defined as the percentage optical power transmitted when light
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with equal parts s- and p-polarization is incident on the polarizer. It should be noted that
while contrast ratio contributes mainly to the visual performance of a display, percentage
transmission dictates the energy efficiency.

Fig. 5.1 Illustration of Aluminum WGPs embedded in PDMS [77]
Ideally, perfect transmission with high contrast ratio is desired. Unfortunately,
wire grid polarizers work by blocking the s-polarization while transmitting
p-polarization. This limits maximum transmission to 50%. Additionally, contrast ratio
and percent transmission for standard WGPs are not completely uncoupled quantities.
Improving contrast ratio leads to a decrease in the percent transmission and vice versa.
Thus, achieving high contrast as well as transmission is the motivation for this work.
Fig. 5.2 shows four new WGP designs with metal cross-sections that are different
from the standard WGPs. The methodology of this exercise is as follows: Computational
techniques such as finite difference time-domain (FDTD) will be used to evaluate the
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performance of the proposed WGPs. FDTD solves electromagnetic equations that govern
light propagation (Maxwell’s equations) using a finite difference approach [78]. Based on
the performance of a given design, optimization of the geometric dimensions of that
design are then carried out using genetic algorithms and the new “optimized” geometry is
fed back to the FDTD simulation to evaluate its performance. The FDTD software used
in this work is Lumerical FDTD Solutions.

Fig. 5.2 X-Y cross-section of a single wire in the four new WGP designs. The grating
pitch in all four designs is 100 nm.
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The sequence of steps used to evaluate a given geometry in the software are as
follows:
1. Modeling the geometry: Includes specifying model extents and materials.
2. Setting up the FDTD simulation region: Includes specifying simulation time,
spatial extent, mesh settings, and boundary conditions.
3. Refining the mesh in areas with high index change.
4. Defining electromagnetic source (in this case, a plane wave propagating
perpendicular to the WGP): includes specifying the amplitude, phase,
polarization, spatial extent, and frequency domain characteristics.
5. Defining monitors for recording of simulation data: include specifying the
wavelength at which data is recorded (545nm in this case).
The above steps can be automated using scripting capabilities of the software.
Contrast ratio and percent transmission can be extracted from monitor data also using
scripts. While this computational technique can be used to evaluate a given geometry, an
inverse design/optimization is necessary to arrive at the specific dimensions that give the
best performance for each design.
Genetic algorithm (GA) optimization technique is used to do this. Fig. 5.3 shows
a schematic of this process. The reason GA is used is because it finds the global optima
and can handle non-smooth objective functions. The output of this exercise is the
geometric dimensions of the optimal WGP cross sectional profile: height of the glass
grating, width of the glass grating, height of the asymmetric level, width of the
asymmetric level, height of the metal grating, and width of metal grating. Fig. 5.4 is an
example of certain optimized geometries obtained from the GA optimization technique
for corresponding starting geometries illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Table 5.1 shows the percent
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transmission and contrast ratios obtained from the FDTD simulations for the optimized
designs illustrated in Fig. 5.4.

Fig. 5.3 Schematic of genetic algorithm based optimization of WGP geometry.
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Fig. 5.4 Illustration of optimized WGP designs corresponding to starting designs
illustrated in Fig. 5.2
Table 5.1 Performance predictions at 545 nm for optimized designs shown in Fig. 5.4
Design

Contrast Ratio

1 (not optimized)

P-transmission

98

44%

2

146

90%

3

70000

82%

4

785

94%

Table 4.1 shows that optimized design 3 gives an extremely high contrast ratio.
This is an indicator that such asymmetric multitier structures have the ability to give
higher contrast ratios than regular grating structures. This is the primary reason for using
FDTD based simulation to evaluate WGPs prior to starting fabrication efforts. This gives
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an idea of the geometric dimensions of asymmetric multitier structures that need to be
fabricated for improved wire grid polarizer performance. The FDTD simulations and
genetic algorithm based optimization were conducted by the author’s collaborator, Paras
Ajay. The performance predictions for the broadband performance of optimized design 3
from Fig. 5.4 are presented in the Appendix. Optimized design 3 presented here has a
pitch of 130 nm for the starting grating structures having a duty cycle of 1:1. Broadband
performance simulations of WGPs with 100 nm and 150 nm starting grating structures,
and 1:1 duty cycle are also presented in the Appendix. The methodology to fabricate such
asymmetric multilevel nanostructures required for such WGPs is presented in
Section 5.2.1.
5.1.2 Motivation for structures with asymmetric slopes
The structure illustrated in Fig. 1.6 is useful as a slanted field plate in high
electron mobility transistors (HEMT) and GaN- and GaAs-based heterojunction field
effect transistors (HFET) (Thomas Kazior, The Raytheon Company, personal
communication, September 22, 2016). FETs operating under high bias conditions
experience high electric fields that peak at the drain edge of the gate. This causes DC-RF
dispersion, increased leakage current, and transistor breakdown when the critical electric
field is exceeded [79]. When an electric field peak occurs, electrons can get trapped in
free surface states, causing virtual gating and current collapse. As device dimensions
scale down, the gate-drain spacing decreases, and this magnifies the virtual gating effect
caused by the surface traps. Hence it is important to distribute the electric field between
the gate and drain to obtain a voltage per channel length that scales linearly [80]. The use
of field plates improves parameters such as breakdown voltage, current voltage swing,
linearity, efficiency, stability and reliability while suppressing surface trap effects,
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current collapse, gate leakage, and DC-RF dispersion [81 - 87]. Though single and
multiple field plate HEMTs have been demonstrated earlier to reduce peak electric field
in the gate-drain region [83 – 86], it seems that slanted field plate designs produce the
optimal electric fields [87]. Fabrication of such slanted field plates is complicated.
Slanted field plates have been demonstrated using the surface tension property of
electron beam resists such as HSQ on a previously patterned stepped or staircase
structure [80, 88]. In this case, the stepped structures were created using multiple e-beam
lithography and etch steps which are time consuming and expensive. Fig 5.5 is an SEM
of a slanted field plate HFET fabricated in [80].

Fig. 5.5 TEM cross-section of a slanted field plate HFET fabricated in [80]
The methodology developed in this research to fabricate such slanted structures
without using multiple patterning steps is described in Section 5.2.2.
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5.2 METHODOLOGY AND FABRICATION
5.2.1 Fabrication of asymmetric multilevel nanostructures
5.2.1.1 Method 1
The structure illustrated in Fig. 1.6 is an asymmetric multilevel grating structure
which has applications in nanophotonic devices such as metamaterial wire-grid polarizers
(Section 5.1.1). Most high-performance WGPs are fabricated by RIE of the polarizing
metal such as Al. WGPs have also been previously demonstrated by shadowing angle
deposition or glancing angle deposition (GLAD) of the polarizing metal [89 – 91], thus
circumventing Al RIE, which is an expensive process. The process demonstrated here,
thus follows the GLAD approach in order to remain cost-effective. A technique to
fabricate asymmetric multilevel grating structures is illustrated in Fig. 5.6. The exact
geometry and CD of various levels of the asymmetric structures may vary based on
optimal performance requirements from device characterization and simulation. This may
in turn alter the unit process parameters in the fabrication process described, but the basic
process flow to fabricate such asymmetric multilevel structures remains the same.
The goal of this demonstration is to validate this process flow for fabrication of
asymmetric multilevel grating structures over large areas. J-FIL is used to define resist
grating patterns on SiO2 that is thermally grown on Si. This is followed by RIE of the
residual resist layer, which is then used as a mask, to etch into SiO2 by RIE. After
defining the features in SiO2, a piranha clean is used to remove the remaining resist mask.
The next step is the glancing angle deposition (GLAD) using e-beam evaporation of a
metal mask, which is necessary to define the asymmetric structure.
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Fig. 5.6 Illustration of the process to fabricate asymmetric multilevel nanogratings.
(1) Grating patterns on polymer resist patterned by J-FIL. (2) Residual layer etch
followed by pattern transfer into fused silica substrate or SiO2 on Si substrate.
(3) Removal of resist mask, followed by glancing angle deposition of metal mask.
(4) Blanket etch of metal to define CD of metal mask. (5) RIE of SiO2 using metal mask.
(6) Removal of metal mask by wet processing.
E-beam evaporation is a line of sight deposition process. When a substrate with
grating patterns is tilted, the grating line structures shadow the deposition of metal on
adjacent structures, leading to preferential deposition of metal on one side of a line
feature. The substrate tilt angle depends on the half-pitch of the grating structures d/2
(grating pitch = d) and the height of the structures h. For instance, if θ is the angle at
which the substrate is tilted from the horizontal as shown in Fig. 5.7, in order to deposit
metal at a glancing angle on a substrate that has 65 nm half-pitch gratings with a height
of 100 nm, d = 130 nm, h = 100 nm, tan (90 – θ) = h / (d/2) which approximates to a
value of 33° for θ. Thus, for a sample with grating structures of aforementioned
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dimensions, the sample holder must be angled at least θ = 33° from the horizontal axis or
at most φ = 57° from the vertical axis. The range of angles for θ and φ are as follows:
0°<φ<φmax, where φmax is the value of φ beyond which deposition starts to occur in the
trenches; and θmin<θ<90°, where θmin is the value of θ below which deposition occurs in
the trenches. This approach has been previously demonstrated for the fabrication of wiregrid polarizers [89 - 92]. Cr is chosen as the masking metal since it has good etch
selectivity with SiO2. Once Cr is deposited at a glancing angle (SEM shown in Fig. 5.8),
vertical RIE etch is carried out to define the CD of the etch mask.
Due to the angled profile of the mask, it exposes the underlying SiO2 on the left
edge of the grating first when vertical RIE of Cr is carried out. Based on the desired mask
CD, a timed etch is then carried out to form the desired mask CD as shown in Fig. 5.9.
Once the metal mask width is defined, SiO2 etch is carried out to define the
second SiO2 level as shown in step 5 of Fig. 5.6. The remaining Cr mask is then removed
by wet processing. At this point an asymmetric multilevel structure is defined as shown
in step 6 of Fig. 5.6 as well as in Fig. 5.10, where the formed asymmetric multilevel
nanostructures are shown. The width of the asymmetric level in this demonstration is
15 nm. This dimension is dictated by the width of the remaining angled metal mask that
can be precisely controlled by vertical RIE of the mask. In the proposed application, this
width determines the mechanical support offered by the resist structure for angled metal
packing, that influences metal aspect ratio in the WGP device.
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Fig. 5.7 Illustration of a tilted grating sample in an e-beam evaporator.
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Fig. 5.8 Scanning electron micrograph of Cr mask e-beam evaporated using the glancing
angle deposition technique; (a) and (b) correspond to two different
deposition angles.
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Fig. 5.9 Scanning electron micrograph of etched Cr angled mask. The region highlighted
in red is the etched Cr mask and the region highlighted in yellow is the SiO2
grating.

Fig. 5.10 Scanning electron micrograph (cross section) of asymmetric multilevel
nanograting structures.
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5.2.1.2 Method 2
A method to fabricate the optimized design 3 of Fig. 5.2 is presented in this
section. Fig. 5.11 shows the illustration of the method. J-FIL is used to pattern line space
features in resist dispensed on a Si substrate or a fused silica substrate. In this case, the
process is demonstrated on a Si substrate that can be used to create a Si master template.
The process can also be carried out on fused silica substrates to directly pattern multilevel
nanoimprint templates. Residual resist layer etch is then carried out using Ar/O2 etch
chemistry. Step 2 shows the angled deposition of a sacrificial mask material that deposits
in the trenches except for a narrow portion that is shadowed by the adjoining resist line
structure. The width of this exposed region can be altered by adjusting the glancing angle
of deposition. The sacrificial mask material used in this case is Cr.
When this structure is etched with HBr/Cl2 etch chemistry that etches both Cr and
underlying Si, the exposed area starts to etch first as shown in step 3 of the illustration
and the SEM in Fig 5.12. As the etch progresses, the multilevel structure is transferred
into the underlying substrate as illustrated in step 4. The width of the top level is
controlled by the resist CD.
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Fig. 5.11 Illustration of method to fabricate asymmetric multilevel nanostructures

Fig. 5.12 Scanning electron micrograph showing sacrificial mask material and etching of
the exposed substrate during the start of etch
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After the removal of the remaining resist mask, the final multilevel structure is
revealed in step 5 of Fig. 5.11. Fig. 5.13 shows an SEM of the fabricated asymmetric
multilevel structures. In this case, etch optimizations remain to be done so that the top
level appears uniform. The starting pattern in this demonstration is a 650 nm pitch grating
structure with 150 nm resist lines.

Fig. 5.13 Scanning electron micrograph showing the fabricated asymmetric multilevel
structures
5.2.2 Fabrication of structures with asymmetric slopes
As discussed in Section 5.1.2, there is a need for an inexpensive, high throughput
process to fabricate asymmetric slopes, that serve as continuous field plates for HFETs.
There are two fabrication approaches developed in this research for this purpose as
illustrated in Fig. 5.14.
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Fig. 5.14 Two fabrication approaches for asymmetric sloped structures
5.2.2.1 Conventional patterning route
The conventional patterning route (using photolithography or e-beam lithography)
to fabricate asymmetric sloped structures is illustrated in Fig. 5.15. Step 1 shows the
material stack that is prepared prior to fabrication of an HFET device with a field plate
(FP). In this demonstration, the aim is to pattern the asymmetric sloped shape in an
isolation dielectric material such as SiO2. So instead of having the GaN layer on the Si
substrate, SiO2 is grown by thermal oxidation.
Any patterning technique such as photolithography or e-beam lithography can be
used to pattern the resist line structures; J-FIL is used in this demonstration. After the
removal of the residual resist layer using O2/Ar dry etch chemistry, a thick mask material
is deposited using the glancing angle e-beam deposition technique described in Section
5.2.1. In this case, SiO2 is the material used to create the angled profile. The e-beam
deposited SiO2 on top of the thermally grown SiO2 and patterned resist features, forms the
sloping trend as illustrated in step 2 of Fig. 5.15 and shown in Fig. 5.16.
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Fig. 5.15 Illustration of a method to fabricate asymmetric sloped structures using
conventional patterning

Fig. 5.16 Scanning electron micrograph of SiO2 deposited using glancing angle e-beam
evaporation corresponding to step 2 of Fig. 5.15
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A high power, non-selective, and highly physical CF4/He dry etch which etches
resist and SiO2 at the same rate is then used to smooth out the slope to form the profile
shown in step 3 of Fig. 5.15. A cross sectional SEM of this profile is shown in Fig. 5.17.

Fig. 5.17 Scanning electron micrograph of the sloped structures formed after the nonselective CF4 etch; (Inset) Higher magnification SEM of the smooth sloped
structures
Once the sloped structures are defined, glancing angle e-beam deposition is used
once again to define a mask structure as shown in step 4 of Fig. 5.15. This is done in
order to define the width of the gate structure in the final device. In this case, Cr is used
as the mask material for this step. Using Cr as an etch mask, the exposed SiO2 is etched
using CF4 etch chemistry to define the gate space structure as shown in step 5. The etch
mask is then removed using wet etch to reveal the asymmetric sloped space that has been
fabricated (Fig. 5.18). Following this, metallization and chemical mechanical polishing
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(CMP) are carried out to define the gate and field plate structures as shown in step 6 of
Fig. 5.15. These are fairly standard process that are not demonstrated here.

Fig. 5.18 Scanning electron micrograph of the sloped structures fabricated using this
methodology; (Inset) Higher magnification SEM showing the space in
which the gate/field plate metal will be deposited
5.2.2.2 3D Nanoshape imprinting route
The second approach to fabricate asymmetric slopes is using the 3D nanoshape
imprinting approach. This method makes use of anisotropic crystallographic etching of Si
using KOH to fabricate a Si master nanoimprint template. In this widely used technique,
the etch rate changes based on the crystallographic orientation of the surface exposed to
the etch solution. The benefits of crystallographic etching are that very smooth sidewalls
and sharp corners can be fabricated compared to the other methods of anisotropic wet
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etching. This process has been used for applications in MEMS and etching through wafer
vias [93 – 96]. An outline of the fabrication process is illustrated in Fig. 5.19.

Fig. 5.19 Steps involved in fabricating structures with asymmetric slopes using the 3D
nanoshape imprinting approach
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Fabrication of Si Master Template using Crystallographic Etching:
The orientation of crystal planes in Si wafers and their preferred crystallographic
etch directions are illustrated in Fig. 5.20. Illustration (a) shows the typical (1 0 0) Si
wafer in which the {1 1 1} plane is at 55° to the surface of the wafer. The {1 1 1} plane
has the highest etch resistance among the three major crystallographic orientations and
hence etches the slowest. Etching using a patterned mask on such a wafer would create
the shape shown by the dotted lines in (d). For the shape of interest in this research, it is
proposed that a wafer, with a surface cut at 20° to the {1 1 1} plane (b) be used (referred
to as off-axis wafers). In that case, a right triangular etch profile as shown in (e) would be
created using crystallographic etching. However, for the purpose of demonstration of the
concept, off-axis Si wafers with the surface at 35° to the {1 1 1} planes are used. These
wafers should etch along the dotted lines marked in (f). This has previously been
demonstrated for fabricating X-ray absorption gratings [97].
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Fig. 5.20 Illustration of wafer surface orientation with respect to the {1 1 1} plane and the
corresponding etch profiles created using crystallographic etching
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The process of fabricating the 3D nanoshape Si master is illustrated in Fig. 5.21.
SiO2 is deposited on the Si wafer illustrated in Fig. 5.20 (c) by thermal oxidation. J-FIL is
used to create line space patterns on the deposited oxide. The residual resist layer is
removed using Ar/O2 descum etch (step 1 of Fig. 5.21). The resist is used as etch mask to
pattern the deposited oxide (step 2). SiO2 is used as the etch mask in the etching of Si by
wet crystallographic etching using KOH as the etchant (etch conditions are documented
in Section 5.3). The shape of the etch profile shown in step 3 of Fig. 5.21 is to be noted.
The “bottom” plane that etches in this case is the {1 0 0} plane, since that is the weakest
plane and it is bounded by two {1 1 1} planes that are highly etch resistant. Fig. 5.22 is
an SEM of a short etch that demonstrates this concept. The SiO2 mask has been removed
in this case and the location of the mask is highlighted by the flat region.

Fig. 5.21 Illustration of the method to fabricate the Si master using crystallographic
etching
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Fig. 5.22 Scanning electron micrograph of a short KOH etch showing the {1 0 0} weak
etch plane. The SiO2 etch mask has been removed in this case.
The etch is then continued until the two {1 1 1} etch planes touch after the
complete etching of exposed {1 0 0} plane (step 4 of Fig. 5.21). The remaining etch mask
is removed using wet processing. This completes the fabrication of the Si master
template. The fabricated master is shown in Fig. 5.23.

Fig. 5.23 Cross-section SEM of the fabricated Si master template showing the angles
created by crystallographic etching
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Fabrication of Fused Silica Negative Template:
The methodology to fabricate the fused silica negative template is illustrated in
Fig. 5.24. The Si master shown in Fig. 5.23 is used as the nanoimprint template for this
J-FIL process as shown in step 1 of Fig. 5.24. Once J-FIL is completed (SEM shown in
Fig. 5.25 (a)), the fused silica wafer with the patterned resist on it, is introduced into a
low temperature ALD chamber for the deposition of a thin (~10 nm) layer of SiO2. This
thin layer helps to protect the patterned resist and this structure can be directly used as a
nanoimprint template (as shown in step 4 of Fig. 5.24) instead of transferring the pattern
into fused silica.

Fig. 5.24 Illustration of the method to fabricate a fused silica negative template using the
Si master
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Fig. 5.25 (a) Scanning electron micrograph of patterned resist on a fused silica substrate
(step 3 of Fig. 5.24)
Fig. 5.25 (b) is an SEM of the fabricated fused silica negative template. Once the
template was used for the nanoimprinting process described next, it was broken in order
to obtain cross section SEM images. Since the substrate is a fused silica wafer, with
patterned resist and a thin layer of SiO2 on top of it, all of which are non-conductive
layers, it is hard to obtain high quality SEM images due to their inability to dissipate
charge. So ~30 nm of Au/Pd was sputtered onto the template pattern in order to obtain
SEM images. The thick Au/Pd sputtered layer is also visible in Fig. 5.25 (a). The 10 nm
SiO2 deposited by ALD on the resist patterns can be seen in Fig. 5.25.
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Fig. 5.25 (b) Scanning electron micrograph of the negative resist patterns on the fused
silica template
Fabrication of the Asymmetric Sloped Structure:
The required asymmetric sloped structure is fabricated by 3D nanoshape
imprinting using the fused silica negative template created using low temperature ALD.
The methodology is illustrated in Fig. 5.26. In the fabrication of a heterojunction HEMT,
the semiconducting layer (GaN) and the isolation dielectric will be deposited on the
substrate material as shown by step 1. But in this demonstration, the isolation dielectric
(SiO2 in this case) will be directly deposited on the substrate material, since the purpose
is to provide proof of the asymmetric slope patterning concept. J-FIL is used to create the
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sloping patterns on imprint resist as shown in step 2 of Fig. 5.26. A SEM of the imprinted
sloping resist features is shown in Fig. 5.27.

Fig. 5.26 Illustration of the method to fabricate asymmetric sloped structures using 3D
nanoshape imprinting

Fig. 5.27 Scanning electron micrograph of imprinted sloping resist patterns
The imprinted resist patterns are then transferred into the underlying isolation
dielectric using a CF4/He based dry etch process. The recipe is tuned to etch imprint resist
and thermal oxide at the same rate (i.e., low etch selectivity). This process transfers the
asymmetric sloped shape from the resist into SiO2 (step 3 of Fig. 5.25) and smoothens the
surface of the resulting structure. The use of He (which is 10 times lighter than Ar) helps
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with this effect and reduces the physical nature of the residual layer descum etch.
Fig. 5.28 shows the progression of this etch close to completion of the etch with
increasing etch times. Figs. 5.28 (a) and (b) show remaining SiO2 in the trenches. As the
etch time is increased to 820 s in Fig. 5.28 (c), the flat surface of Si starts to open.
Continuing the etch to 900 s as shown in Fig. 5.28 (d), widens the surface of the
exposed Si, which is seen by the wider flat regions in the trenches.
In order to better understand the pattern transfer fidelity through the nanoshape
fabrication process illustrated in Fig. 5.19 (from the Si master, through the fused silica
negative template and ALD to protect resist, to the imprinted resist pattern, and then to
the etched oxide pattern), post-processing of the SEM images was carried out to extract
the edges of the nanoshapes and overlay them on top of each other to draw comparisons.
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Fig. 5.28 Scanning electron micrographs showing the progression of etch with increasing
etch times. (d) shows the final etched oxide pattern with the surface of Si
exposed in the trenches
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Pattern Transfer Fidelity Analysis of Slopes:
Since crystallographic etching was used to create the Si master, the exact angles
of the two sidewalls of the sloped spaces are known accurately. The two angles are 35°
and 75° with respect to the horizontal (as shown in Fig. 5.23), and will be referred to as
the gradual angle and steep angle in the rest of the discussion. The analysis follows the
evolution of the gradual angle and steep angle from the Si master to the final etched oxide
features, in order to draw insights from the fabrication process.
MATLAB’s imread function was used to import the SEM images and its edge
function is used to extract the edges of the patterns. The images are scaled to the same
magnification and are overlaid on top of each other using the imfuse function. The images
are overlaid such that the top vertex of the triangular patterned features are all aligned.
The exact SEM images used for edge detection are shown in Fig. 5.29.
The images are all scaled to a magnification of 70920x so that six triangular peaks
are captured in the imaging window. Figs. 5.29 (a), (d), and (e), are in their original
orientation, while Figs. 5.29 (b) and (c) (fused silica template images with the negative
relief features) have been inverted vertically for tone consistency and for better
understanding of the evolution of the side wall angles through the fabrication process
flow.
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Fig. 5.29 SEM images used for edge detection
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Fig. 5.30 Edges of the Si master and etched oxide featured overlaid for comparison
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Fig. 5.30 shows the extracted edges (of the four central triangular features) from
the SEMs in Figs. 5.29 (a) and (e). These two steps are chosen as representative steps for
the illustration here since they are the first and last steps of the fabrication process, and
serve as a comparison of the starting structures vs the final patterned features. In the
actual analysis to obtain RMS error values, the comparisons are between the extracted
edges of Fig. 5.29 (a) with (b), (b) with (c), (c) with (d), and (d) with (e).
The edges of the Si master are used as reference in Fig. 5.30 and in all the other
images overlaid on each other for corresponding comparisons (not shown). The values of
the sloped wall angles are collected and analyzed using the following steps:
1. Consider Fig. 5.30. The total depth of the etched oxide features from
SEMs is known to be 185 nm. It is also the thickness of the deposited
oxide. Using the image analysis software GIMP, this depth measures
67 pixels. Using the ratio of nm/pixels, the actual depth from the vertex
can be measured.
2. At each given value of depth, the instantaneous angles at two sloped walls
are measured. This is done by measuring the slope of the wall at that depth
(creating a tangent at that depth), and measuring the angle between that
line and the horizontal.
3. Step 2 is repeated on all four grating features in Fig. 5.30 to obtain the
four gradual angle values and the four steep angle values.
4. The mean of the four values is documented as the instantaneous gradual
angle and the instantaneous steep angle of the Si master at that particular
depth.
5. The process is then repeated to measure the instantaneous angles on the
edges of the etched oxide.
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6. A similar process is carried out on every pair of images overlaid onto each
other to obtain the corresponding instantaneous angles.
The variation of the instantaneous gradual and steep angles is quantified as RMS
errors between subsequent processes in the fabrication flow (Table 5.2).
Table 5.2 shows the five main processes involved in fabricating the asymmetric
sloping structures and the corresponding RMS errors between any two successive
processes. This methodology will help isolate the process that induces the highest error
into the overall flow. On the gradual angle side, the highest error (of 13.32°) occurs in the
process of imprinting with the Si master to pattern the sloping negative resist features, on
the fused silica substrate. The errors in the subsequent imprinting process (using the fused
silica negative template onto the final wafers) and the pattern transfer process (from the
imprinted resist into the oxide layer) are much smaller. The main source of error in the
gradual angle fidelity arises in the process of imprinting on the fused silica substrate.
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Table 5.2 RMS errors between consecutive unit processes

The error in the template replication process (on the gradual angle side) can be
studied using the illustrations in Fig. 5.31. There maybe two outcomes to the imprint
process using the Si master template. The ideal outcome is the one shown on the left,
where the exact negative features of the Si master are patterned on the resist on fused
silica. In the current process, it seems that the process illustrated on the right side
occurred.
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Fig. 5.31 Illustration of the ideal and current outcomes of the imprint process with the Si
master on the fused silica negative template
This error arises due to resist shrinkage during the nanoimprint process. The cured
resist shrinks after the separation of the template from the patterned resist, especially
while patterning deep features with sharp corners, as is the case here. The resist has a
wetting contact angle with the native oxide (on the silicon master) of ~25°. If bubbles or
voids are formed during the imprint process, they do not appear in an orderly fashion
such as the one needed to create missing liquid at the top of the printed features shown in
Fig. 5.31 (right). Resist shrinkage is therefore hypothesized as the reason for the large
RMS errors (13.32° and 10.58° on the gradual angle side and steep angle side
respectively) between the Si master and the imprinted resist on the fused silica template,
as shown in Table 5.2, and this is consistent with prior work in J-FIL [106]. Therefore, to
improve this replication fidelity, materials with lower shrinkage levels will need to be
developed. [106] points to formulations that can achieve as small as 2% shrinkage, while
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the current materials being used have a shrinkage of ~10% [42]. Another approach to
improve replication fidelity could be to compensate for the shrinkage by appropriately
modifying the shape of the silicon master after the crystallographic etch.
The shrinkage may be affected by the thickness of the residual layer in both
imprint steps (1. Imprint patterning for the fused silica replica, and 2. Imprinting using
the fused silica replica), and may also be affected by the ALD step (step 4 in Fig. 5.24).
This is apparent on the errors in the fidelity of the steep angle features. The largest RMS
error (of 24.69° on the steep angle side) occurs due to ALD of SiO2 on the patterned
resist. On the gradual angle side too, this process shows a relatively large error of 11.08°.
Since the ALD process was carried out at 110°C, which is much lower than the glass
transition temperature of the resist material (Tg ~ 150°C), resist reflow is not the reason
for this error. It is hypothesized that the stresses caused by the SiO2 film deposited by
ALD on the polymer resist, exacerbate the problem of resist shrinkage discussed
previously. These parasitics need to be explored experimentally or via careful modeling
to improve the matching of the steep and gradual inclined surfaces.
The conventional solution to eliminating the large RMS error due to the ALD
process induced stresses on the polymer film, is to etch the features down into the fused
silica negative template. This process should have errors similar to the final step shown in
Table 5.2, which shows the transfer of resist features into the isolation oxide (which is
SiO2 in the current demonstration). This process has RMS errors of 8.27° and 9.85° on
the gradual and steep angle sides respectively, which are much lower than the errors
caused due the ALD of the oxide film on the patterned imprint resist. Adapting this
change into the current methodology will reduce the RMS error of the overall process
flow. The overall RMS error in the process between the first step (Si master) and the last
step (final etched SiO2 layer) is calculated to be 7.62° (gradual angle side) and 31.34° (on
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the steep angle side). The gradual angle side progresses closer to the shape of the starting
Si master as the overall process proceeds to completion, while the steep angle side
progressively gets worse in terms of the accumulating RMS error through the process.
But it is to be noted that the gradual angle side corresponds to the field plate angle
extending between the gate and the drain regions of the prospective HFETs. The steep
angle in the actual demonstration would ideally be a vertical sidewall because of the use
of different off-axis wafers to pattern the Si master as illustrated in Fig. 5.20.
5.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS DETAILS
5.3.1 Asymmetric multilevel nanostructures
J-FIL is used for patterning grating features with CD = 65 nm, pitch = 130 nm,
and feature depth = 100 nm over a circular area of diameter = 80 mm. The residual layer
formed after imprinting is removed using the following etch: O2 flow rate = 2 sccm, Ar
flow rate = 70 sccm, Etch chamber pressure = 15 mT, RIE RF Power = 65 W, Reflected
RF Power = 4 W, Etch rate = 0.8 nm/s. Etching of SiO2 using imprint resist mask is
carried out in the following etch conditions: CHF3 flow rate = 15 sccm, Ar flow rate =
50 sccm, CF4 flow rate = 5 sccm, chamber pressure = 115 mT, RIE P = 125 W, Reflected
RF P = 7 W, Etch rate = 0.2 nm/s. Deposition pressure for glancing angle deposition of
Cr mask by e-beam evaporation is 5 x 10-6 T. RIE of Cr mask to define mask CD is
carried out in the following etch conditions: Cl2 flow rate = 40 sccm; O2 flow rate =
10 sccm; RIE P = 80 W; reflected RIE P = 1 W; chamber pressure = 30 mT, Etch rate =
0.42 nm/s. Etching SiO2 gratings using Cr as etch mask is done using: CHF3 flow rate =
15 sccm, Ar flow rate = 50 sccm, CF4 flow rate = 5 sccm, chamber pressure = 115 mT,
RIE P = 125 W, Reflected RF P = 7 W, Etch rate = 0.2 nm/s.
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5.3.2 Structures with asymmetric slopes
5.3.2.1 Conventional patterning route
SiO2 is deposited on Si wafers by thermal oxidation at 1050°C. On the thermally
grown oxide, J-FIL is used for patterning grating features of width = 150 nm, pitch =
650 nm, and feature depth = 150 nm over a circular area of diameter = 45 mm. The
residual layer formed after imprinting is removed using the following etch: O2 flow rate =
2 sccm, Ar flow rate = 70 sccm, Etch chamber pressure = 15 mT, RIE RF Power = 65 W,
Reflected RF Power = 4 W, Etch rate = 0.8 nm/s. Deposition pressure for glancing angle
deposition of SiO2 mask by e-beam evaporation is 6 x 10-6 T. Etching of SiO2 is then
carried out using the following conditions: CHF3 flow rate = 15 sccm, Ar flow rate =
50 sccm, CF4 flow rate = 5 sccm, chamber pressure = 115 mT, RIE P = 125 W, Reflected
RF P = 7 W, Etch rate = 0.2 nm/s. Deposition pressure for glancing angle deposition of
Cr mask by e-beam evaporation is 5 x 10-6 T.
5.3.2.2 3D nanoshape imprinting route
Si Master:
J-FIL is used for patterning grating features of width = 150 nm, pitch = 650 nm,
and feature depth = 150 nm over a circular area of diameter = 45 mm. The residual layer
formed after imprinting is removed using the following etch: O2 flow rate = 2 sccm, Ar
flow rate = 70 sccm, Etch chamber pressure = 15 mT, RIE RF Power = 65 W, Reflected
RF Power = 4 W, Etch rate = 0.8 nm/s. Etching of SiO2 using imprint resist mask is
carried out using the following process: CHF3 flow rate = 15 sccm, Ar flow rate =
50 sccm, CF4 flow rate = 5 sccm, chamber pressure = 115 mT, RIE P = 125 W, Reflected
RF P = 7 W, Etch rate = 0.2 nm/s. The selectivity of the resist mask to thermal oxide is
~3 for the aforementioned etch recipe. Crystallographic etching of Si using KOH (percent
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weight of KOH in solution = 45%) is carried out at 85°C for 300 s. The solution is
warmed at 85°C for 40 minutes and stirred simultaneously for uniform temperature
throughout. The remaining SiO2 mask is removed by wet processing with buffered oxide
etchant for 120 s.
Fused Silica Negative Template:
J-FIL is used for patterning the triangular profiles of the Si master fabricated
previously over a circular area of diameter = 45 mm on imprint resist deposited on fused
silica. The patterned fused silica wafer is then introduced into a low temperature ALD
process chamber to deposit ~10 nm of SiO2 on the sloped resist shapes. ALD of SiO2 on
resist is carried out by alternating TDMAS (0.4 s pulse) with O2 (50 sccm for 3 s) and
striking a plasma (300 W for 10 s) in the ALD chamber maintained at 110°C (Tg of
imprint resist ~150°C).
3D Nanoshape Imprinting and Pattern Transfer:
SiO2 is deposited on Si wafers by thermal oxidation at 1050°C. J-FIL is used for
patterning the asymmetric sloped shapes in the fused silica negative template over a
circular area of diameter = 45 mm on imprint resist. The pattern is then transferred into
the underlying SiO2 using the following etch: CF4 flow rate = 5 sccm, He flow rate =
70 sccm, RIE P = 60 W, etch chamber pressure = 120 mT, etched bottom electrode
diameter = 200 mm, etch rate = 0.3 nm/s.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 CONCLUSION
Fabrication of sub-100 nm integrated nanostructures and shapes is of immense
importance in the fields of nanoelectronics and nanophotonics. Recently, other fields of
research such as biosensors and high frequency communication devices have exhibited
the need for inexpensive patterning of interesting nanoshapes. J-FIL is a high throughput,
inexpensive, mechanical nanopatterning technique that has demonstrated sub-50 nm
patterning capability. But the alignment and overlay capability of the technique has some
challenges that need to be addressed before those parameters can be improved. Since
J-FIL is a mechanical nanopatterning technique, the patterning resolution and
nanostructure overlay replicate the master pattern in the nanoimprint template.
In this research, self-aligned multilevel nanoimprint templates have been
fabricated without the use of multiple patterning steps. A number of self-alignment
enabled patterning methods have been proposed and demonstrated in this project in the
sub-100 nm regime and on a wafer-scale. Using such self-aligned multilevel nanoimprint
templates (SAMTs), perfectly aligned multilevel nanostructures can be patterned in one
lithography step over a large area on a wafer-scale and in the roll-to-roll format. The
processes and fabrication methods developed in this research have been reported in [107].
In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, the general methodology of processing employed
in this research was demonstrated by fabricating sub-100 nm symmetric multilevel
nanostructures. The fabrication processes described eliminate the need for alignment or
overlay steps in order to fabricate consecutive levels in the nanostructure. In Chapter 3,
bilaterally symmetric multilevel nanostructures required for fabricating SAMTs that can
later be used for patterning NMOS device arrays is demonstrated. The critical device
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alignment has been addressed using a self-aligned processing scheme in this multilevel
nanostructure which can now be used to fabricate a multilevel nanoimprint template.
In Chapter 4, a self-aligned approach to fabricate nanotube structures in which the
centers of the inner and outer circles are perfectly aligned was demonstrated. The
methodology was then adopted to fabricate Si nanotube capacitors that are analytically
predicted to have 60% higher capacitance than Si nanowire capacitors of the same depth.
The fabricated Si nanotube capacitors have accumulation capacitances 76% higher than
that of the fabricated Si nanowire capacitors, per unit etch depth.
In Chapter 5, methods to fabricate two asymmetric nanoshapes were
demonstrated. The first one is an asymmetric multilevel nanostructure that improves the
extinction ratio of WGPs. Two methods to fabricate this structure using glancing angle
deposition techniques were demonstrated.

The second nanoshape is an asymmetric

sloped structure that is useful as a continuous slanted field plate structure in HFETs, to
distribute the electric field peaks between the gate and drain regions in order to prevent
HF device failure due to current collapse. Crystallographic Si etching using a custom
off-axis Si wafer, where the surface is 35° from the {1 1 1} plane was used to
demonstrate the fabrication of Si nanoimprint master template for this application. The
master template was then used to create a fused silica replica template, which was used to
pattern the sloping features on nanoimprint resist on the final wafers. A matched etch was
demonstrated which transferred the sloping features into an isolation dielectric layer,
similar to what would be required in the actual device. The nanoshape fidelity from the
initial Si master to the final etched dielectric structure was analyzed and the processes
that were the sources of error were isolated. Possible reasons for the errors were also
discussed.
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6.2 FUTURE WORK
6.2.1 Self-aligned planar NMOS device arrays
The fabrication of a bilaterally symmetric multilevel nanostructure was
demonstrated in Chapter 3. Future work and steps that remain in this project can be
identified as follows:
1. The bilaterally symmetric multilevel structures need to be used to fabricate
SAMTs for the NMOS application. There is a limitation on the packing
density of the transistor devices since optical lithography is proposed to be
used for isolating individual devices.
2. Once the SAMT is fabricated, it needs to be used to pattern multilevel
NMOS device arrays over large-area. This process has some specific
challenges that need to be addressed in the future:
a. Patterning of a four level resist structure has not been previously
demonstrated. A nanoimprint process needs to be developed
specifically for imprinting with such a SAMT.
b. The process involves the pattern transfer of the four level resist
structure into two different hard mask materials. The material
thicknesses will have to be tailored based on the etch selectivity
between the imprint resist and the corresponding hard mask
material.
c. Ion implantation is required to define S/D regions in the exposed
Si surface. In the proposed process, the multilevel patterned hard
mask materials serve as the implant mask. This is another
parameter that needs to be considered while the two hard mask
materials are defined. Once the implant depths and required
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implant energies are determined, hard mask materials that can
withstand such ion energies without deforming and losing the
multilevel fidelity need to be identified and the required
thicknesses calculated.
Addressing these specific challenges will enable the fabrication of a large-area
NMOS device array from a single patterning step, thus eliminating the need for complex
level-to-level overlay and alignment corrections.
6.2.2 High aspect ratio Si nanotube structures
In Chapter 4 of this research, a self-aligned technique to fabricate Si nanotube
structures using dry etch has been demonstrated. But using dry etch to fabricate high
aspect ratio structures is expensive. Future work to fabricate high aspect ratio nanotube
structures can make use of MaCE [98-104], which is an anisotropic wet etch technique
that has been shown to be able to fabricate high aspect ratio features in c-Si, a-Si, and
GaAs. The following are some of the challenges associated with this work:
1. MaCE can be used to fabricate high aspect ratio tube structures if a mesh
of noble metal is patterned around the ring shaped mask and inside the
ring shaped mask (central dot), but not on top of it. Location of noble
metal mesh and central dot with reference to the ring shaped mask is
illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The yellow arrows in Fig. 6.1 correspond to the
location of the deposited noble metal. This is challenging, but can be
achieved using lift-off processes that remove noble metal deposition from
the top of the mask features.
2. The mesh outside the tubes is a stable structure that etches vertically, but
the central dot inside the tube is not part of the meshed structure. Hence
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there is a risk of this central dot shaped noble metal wandering during
etch without sufficient control. If this happens, experiments can be
conducted in the future to control the direction of the central dot using
applied electric or magnetic fields during the etch process.
3. Non-circular tubular shapes can be explored to increase the surface area
per unit projected compared to the nanotube shapes demonstrated in this
research.
4. Collapse of high aspect ratio structures, especially in wet etch processes,
due to capillary forces is another challenge in this method that needs to be
addressed.

Fig. 6.1 Noble metal profile required for nanotube MaCE
When these challenges are addressed, combining MaCE with the nanotube
patterning technique demonstrated in this research would be uniquely valuable, since it is
an inexpensive technique to fabricate high aspect ratio capacitor structures. This could be
useful in DRAM trench capacitor applications. There are other parasitic effects such as
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substrate doping and etch solution concentration that need to be monitored and accounted
for as well.
6.2.3 Asymmetric multilevel wire grid polarizers
Methods to fabricate sub-100 nm asymmetric multilevel nanostructures were
demonstrated in Chapter 5. The future work in this project is the fabrication of the wire
grid polarizers using such multilevel nanostructures. Challenges that need to be addressed
specific to this work are:
1. Etch optimizations need to be carried out to create the exact
nanostructures required for high performance as predicted by the
simulations. The evolution of the metal profile during glancing angle
deposition can be predicted using Monte-Carlo simulations and this can be
added to the WGP shape optimization instead of the current two-parameter
optimization of metal profile, in order to improve the accuracy of the
performance predictions.
2. A multilevel nanoimprint template with the negative shape is required to
be fabricated for future use. This nanoimprint template can then be used to
create multilevel resist structures on roll-to-roll substrates. Depositing the
polarizing metal on the stepped resist structure will enable large area
inexpensive bi-layer WGPs. The fabrication methodology for a master Si
asymmetric nanoimprint template in accordance with the optimized
design 3 shown in Fig. 5.4, is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.
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Fig. 6.2 Illustration of a method to fabricate a Si master nanoimprint template for
asymmetric WGP manufacture
The orientation of the Si wafer chosen to make this Si master template needs to be
(1 1 0). The vertical etch planes in such a wafer are the {1 1 1} planes which are highly
resistant (600:1 selectivity of {1 1 0} plane: {1 1 1} plane) to crystallographic etching
using KOH [113, 114]. This will help in achieving smooth vertical sidewalls in the Si
master template. The grating patterns can be created in imprint resist using J-FIL as
shown in step 1. A CF4 plasma based isotropic polymer etch can be used to reduce the
linewidth of the resist grating structure to the required width (step 2). This thin resist
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pattern can be used as an etch mask to pattern the underlying SiO2 hard mask layer
(~30 nm). The remaining resist can be removed by O2 plasma based ashing processes.
The patterned hard mask layer serves as an etch mask in step 3, which illustrates the
crystallographic wet etching of (1 1 0) Si using KOH. Vertical sidewalls are obtained in
this etch process, since these side walls are defined by the {1 1 1} planes. The remaining
SiO2 hard mask can be removed using buffered oxide etchants.
A conformal layer of SiO2 can then be deposited on the high aspect ratio gratings
fabricated in the previous step, using ALD. Glancing angle deposition (GLAD) of a seed
layer (such as Cu) of thickness ~2-3 nm can then be carried out using e-beam evaporation
as shown in step 5. This causes deposition of the seed layer on one wall and the top
surface of the gratings, but not on the other wall. The reason for doing this would be to
take advantage of area-selective ALD [115-122] of a mask material on the seed layer, but
not on the underlying SiO2, as shown in step 6. This is done as follows: after step 5, the
structure is coated with vapor deposited fluorinated alkyl silanes such as
Cl3Si(CH2)2(CF2)5CF3 (FOTS) or (C2H5O)3Si(CH2)2(CF2)7CF3 (HDFTEOS) [123]. These
silanes form self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) that strongly attenuate the growth of
metal deposited by ALD on SiO2, but do not affect metal deposition by ALD on Cu.
Taking advantage of this area-selective property enabled by the SAMs, ALD of a metal
mask structure such as TiN is carried out as illustrated in step 6. In step 7, the exposed
underlying SiO2 layer can be removed by wet processing, followed by etching of exposed
Si (step 8). The removal of the various etch mask layers using a final wet processing step
will reveal the fabricated asymmetric multilevel shape on the Si master nanoimprint
template step 9). This master template can be used to create replica daughter templates of
the same tone and the reverse tone as explained and demonstrated previously in this
research.
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6.2.4 Continuous field plate heterojunction field effect transistor
Heterojunction field effect transistors (HFET) using GaN and GaAs as the
semiconductor material find useful applications in high frequency communication
devices. These high electron mobility transistors (HEMT) benefit from the presence of a
continuous field plate structure that distributes the electric field between the gate and
drain regions, thus preventing current collapse. The fabrication of asymmetric slopes for
such purposes has been demonstrated in Chapter 5. The future work in this project
involves:
1. Fabricating the material stack with the semiconducting material (GaN) and
optimized thickness of isolation dielectric material (SiO2 or Si3N4).
2. A nanoimprint template with grating dimensions (including grating width)
and pitch corresponding to actual device array dimensions would also be
required.
3. Once such a template is available, the processes demonstrated in
Section 5.2.2 can be repeated to fabricate asymmetric sloping spaces in the
isolation dielectric material. For ideal shape of the asymmetric slope, offaxis Si wafers with the surface 20° away from the {1 1 1} plane need to be
used for fabrication of the Si master nanoshape imprint template.
4. The resist shrinkage problem hypothesized in Chapter 5 needs to be
addressed to reduce the RMS error values between the Si master and the
imprinted resist patterns. Therefore, to improve this replication fidelity,
materials with lower shrinkage levels will need to be developed.
5. Another approach to improve replication fidelity could be to compensate
for the shrinkage by appropriately modifying the shape of the silicon
master after the crystallographic etch.
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6. In order to reduce the stresses caused by the ALD SiO2 layer on imprinted
resist due to the mismatch of coefficient of thermal expansion between the
two materials, room temperature ALD of SiO2 can be employed which
will reduce the thermal cycling of the resist-SiO2 bi-layer.
Addressing the challenges listed above will enable fabrication of HFETs with
continuous field plate structures using 3D nanoshape imprinting.
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Appendix
A.1 SIMULATED BROADBAND PERFORMANCE OF MULTILEVEL WGPS
A.1.1 130 nm pitch structures
In this section, the broadband performance of the optimized design 3 from
Fig. 5.4 is presented. Fig. A.1 shows the optimized design 3 from Fig. 5.4 repeated here
for convenience. The broadband performance of this geometry is simulated using
Lumerical and the results are plotted in Fig. A.2.

Fig. A.1 Optimized design 3 from Fig. 5.4
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Fig. A.2 Broadband performance of the WGP shape shown in Fig. A.1.
The shape in Fig. A.1 was then optimized using the technique discussed in
Fig. 5.3, to search for other solutions that give equivalent or better performance in the
broadband spectrum. Fig. A.3 is an illustration of the general shape of this structure. The
dimensions marked in black are fixed while the dimensions marked in white were open to
further optimization.
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Fig. A.3 Illustration showing the dimensions that were optimized. The dimensions in
black are fixed and the dimensions in white are optimized.
From Table A.1, it can be seen that the new optimized design N4 shows the
highest contrast ratios for reasonably high p-transmission percentages for starting grating
structures of pitch 130 nm and 1:1 duty cycle. The performance of all the new optimized
shapes N1, N2, N3, and N4 in the broadband spectrum are presented in Figs. A.4, A.5,
A.6, and A.7 respectively.
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Table A.1 Predicted broadband performance of WGPs from Fig. A.3.
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Fig. A.4 Broadband performance of the new WGP design N1
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Fig. A.5 Broadband performance of the new WGP design N2
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Fig. A.6 Broadband performance of the new WGP design N3
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Fig. A.7 Broadband performance of the new WGP design N4
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A.1.2 100 nm pitch structures
The simulation described in Section A.1.1 is repeated with 100 nm pitch starting
grating structures with a 1:1 duty cycle. In this case, the fixed dimensions and variable
dimensions are illustrated in black and white respectively in Fig. A.8. The results of the
simulated broadband performance for the optimized designs L1, L2, L3, and L4 are
summarized in Table A.2.

Fig. A.8 Illustration showing the dimensions that were optimized for the 100 nm pitch
structures
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Table A.2 Predicted broadband performance of WGPs from Fig. A.8.

A.1.3 150 nm pitch structures
The simulation described in Section A.1.1 is repeated with 150 nm pitch starting
grating structures with a 1:1 duty cycle. In this case, the fixed dimensions and variable
dimensions are illustrated in black and white respectively in Fig. A.9. The results of the
simulated broadband performance for the optimized designs P1, P2, P3, and P4 are
summarized in Table A.3.
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Fig. A.9 Illustration showing the dimensions that were optimized for the 150 nm pitch
structures
Table A.3 Predicted broadband performance of WGPs from Fig. A.9.
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From the results presented in Sections A.1.1, A.1.2, and A.1.3, it can be seen that
high extension ratios while predicting high p-transmission percentages are obtained for
optimized designs L3 and L4 that are illustrated in Fig. A.10. Both L3 and L4 would have
to be fabricated from a starting grating pitch of 100 nm and a duty cycle of 1:1.

Fig. A.10 Optimized WGP designs that show high extinction ratios and high
p-transmission over the broadband spectrum
Methods to fabricate Si master templates to pattern such features are documented
in Section 6.2.3.
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